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EDITOR

Celebrating 50 Years in Grooming
What is an “eGroomer?”
So what do you do after 50 years in the pet
grooming industry? Start another grooming
project of course! Here comes eGroomer.
2011 marks the 50th year since Madeline
Ogle, my mother, opened her first grooming
location in California, Madeline’s Dog
Grooming Salon. In 1961 she was already
a pet lover but it took marrying a pet
groomer with 3 children to start her career
in grooming. She had 2 sons of her own.
Suddenly we were a family of 7 with 2 dogs
and a home to fit all of us. What did they
do to raise the kids, put them through
college and pay the mortgage and bills?
Open a pet grooming business of course!
Stepdad was an amazing groomer and also
groomed for show. He was well known to
handlers. Like many groomers of the time
he became a
groomer after
military service.
In 1961, few
groomers in
California had
opened
independent pet
salons in prime
commercial
locations.
Instead he
worked in a
kennel grooming
department.
Maddie and Dick opened a small grooming
shop with a billboard sign on the El Camino
Real in Silicon Valley. It was a major four
lane roadway lined with commercial
properties stretching from San Jose to
South San Francisco. Along the 40 mile
stretch grooming shops were rare. Whether
they knew it or not, they helped move
grooming onto Main Street in their time.
As business partners and parents they
found the confidence needed to make it a
success. It didn’t take long for them to
outgrow the location and inspire others.
More groomers opened locations. They
maintained camaraderie with other
groomers, not competition. Maddie and
Dick led the way inviting others to join
them by founding the United Dog Groomers
of California. As a group they created some
of the first written standards for
commercial grooming. Today some of
these early businesses are still in
operation. We like to think it is because of
the work done early on to establish
voluntary standards for professional
grooming operations.
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Some 25 years later Maddie sold the
bustling business with thousands of loyal
clients. She took 3 years to write, From
Problems to Profits sharing how to manage
a profitable business with fewer problems.
Why get into grooming for the love of pets if
business conditions are only going to
aggravate you? Her book offers answers.

EDITOR-IN-CHIEF Stephen Mart
ADMINISTRATOR Madeline B. Ogle
PUBLISHER Find A Groomer Inc.
EDITORIAL OFFICE
PO Box 2489
Yelm, WA 98597
findagroomer@earthlink.net

Fifty years later her message is the same,
“Become the businessperson that grooms,
not just a groomer.” All problems can be
resolved with management and sharing
our experiences as professionals. There
are thousands of pets for every grooming
business in the US. Why are so many
groomers competitive with others? As a
body of professionals we can influence
more pet owners to use professional
grooming services, and keep us all busy.
Years went by.
Maddie and I
teamed up to
offer consultation
services and we
wrote hundreds
of business
plans. Groomers
slowly starting
coming to our
office, even from
foreign countries.
Then something
wonderful
happened in 1996, the Internet! Once
again Maddie was on top of it. She
encouraged me to get our company online.
How right she was. PetGroomer.com is 14
years old and busier than ever.
Today, there are dynamic groomers on the
Internet. We call them “eGroomers.” Unlike
most groomers in the same town, often
embattled or separate, they are breaking
tradition and positively networking
together. They share information online
and generally attend more trade shows
than offline groomers. They are involved
members changing an industry to improve
its future. Never underestimate this
development. PetGroomer.com is here to
support newcomers and eGroomers in
motion just as Maddie envisioned. Fifty
years later we can tell you that grooming
can support you and your family. Help the
industry stay dynamic, get involved, stay
involved, and network.
Personally, it all started with parents with a
professional vision of grooming. I dedicate
the first issue of eGroomer Journal to
Maddie and Dick. ▲
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The night belonged to professional
groomers. Chuck Simons, inventor of the
Groomers Helper® and newly named
Public Relations Officer of GroomTeam
USA, launched the inaugural Groomys. The
Groomys awards professionals in the
industry who have gone above and beyond,
and those who have made great
contributions, so others may follow in their
foot steps. The Groomys Gala event was
produced in conjunction with Intergroom,
with many thanks to Christine DiFillipo,
Producer of Intergroom.
The Groomys was conceived by Chuck
Simons several months prior to the event
when he heard the Cardinal Crystal
Grooming Achievement Awards was
moving to Las Vegas and would no longer
be held at Intergroom. Chuck’s first
response was, “Hey, that’s enough. First
Miss America…now the Cardinals.” Chuck’s
mind went into to overdrive and that was
when he came up with the idea to keep the
focus in New Jersey, at Intergroom. The
Groomys was born.
The Groomys is presented by “GIVE A
GIFT,” which stands for Grooming Industry
Vendors Excellence Association and the
philanthropic arm, which is the Grooming
Industry Foundation Trust. The purpose of
“GIVE A GIFT” is to increase the awareness
of professional groomers by the general
public, to champion the grooming industry
and professional groomers through awards
and recognition, and to support the efforts
of GroomTeam USA. “GIVE A GIFT” will also
do its best to assist groomers in a time of
need, through financial assistance and
industry support.
The Groomys Gala and Awards Ceremony
was held at the Holiday Inn Meadowlands.
The program included cocktails, dinner,
live music and of course, the awards. The
first ever Groomy Awards, the GroomTeam
USA Pinnacle Awards, were presented to
Irina “Pina” Pinkusevich, Veronica Frosch,
Lindsey Berry, Greta Dalrymple and
Komoko Tonaka for their clean sweep in
Germany and bringing home all of the Gold
Medals at the World Cup Grooming
Competition in 2009.
The next Groomy, the GroomTeam USA
Spirit Award, went to an emotional Linda
Claflin, past Executive Director of
GroomTeam USA. The GroomTeam USA
Spirit Award for a competitor was then
presented to Kendra Otto for embodying
the “Spirit” of GroomTeam USA.
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The first Peggy Harris Humanitarian Award
was presented to the late, Peggy Harris
and was accepted by the “Queen of Color,”
Dawn Omboy. The second Peggy Harris
Humanitarian Award went to, groomer to
the stars, Jorge Bendersky, for his efforts in
helping many pet charities. The Vendor
Excellence Award went to Robert
Thompson from Governor Insurance for
over 25 years of dedicated support to the
grooming industry.
The first Life Time Achievement Award
went to Shirley Kalstone for being one of
the founders of GroomTeam USA and to
honor her lifetime of dedicated support to
the grooming industry. She was unable to
attend. Christine DiFillipo accepted on her
behalf.
The final award was the second Life Time
Achievement Award, and it was awarded to
Jerry Schinberg, founder of GroomTeam
USA and the father of creative grooming.
He spent a few minutes reflecting on the
beginnings of GroomTeam USA. He
concluded his remarks with, “You are all
champions.”
It was a great night for everyone. The
Groomys demonstrated that we are all one
family dedicated to grooming excellence.
“I was happy and proud of the industry
when I called and asked them to support
an event that was to benefit GroomTeam
USA,” explained Chuck Simons. Companies
sponsoring The Groomys were: Andis,
WAHL, Governor Insurance, The Paragon
School of Pet Grooming, Shark Fin,
Groomers Helper, NEPGP, ISCC, Atlanta Pet
Fair, SuperZoo, All American Grooming
Show, Precision Sharp, EZ Groom, Show
Season, South Bark Dog Wash and Electric
Cleaner. “We could have never had this
great event if it wasn’t for these fantastic
sponsors,” noted Chuck Simons.

JULY 2011
July 15 to 17
New England Pet Grooming
Professionals Summerfest
Crowne Plaza, Warwick, RI
www.nepgp.com
July 16 to 17
IPG Events at Michigan School of
Canine Cosmetology
Lansing, MI
www.k9grooming.com
www.ipgicmg.com

AUGUST 2011
August 11 to 14
All American Grooming Show
Chicago, IL
www.aagrmgshow.com
August 11 to 14
IPG Events at the All American
Grooming Show
Chicago, IL
www.ipgicmg.com
August 20 to 21
Pet Fashion Week
New York, NY
www.petfashionweek.com

SEPTEMBER 2011
September 8 to 11
Groom Expo
Hershey, PA
www.barkleigh.com
September 13 to 15
SuperZoo
Las Vegas, NV
www.superzoo.org
September 30 to October 3
US Pet Pro Classic by ISCC
Plano, TX
www.petstylist.com

OCTOBER 2011

With a successful first event underneath
his belt, Chuck Simons is already thinking
about The Groomys 2012. A video tribute
to The Groomys has been completed and is
posted on www.TheGroomys.com.

October 14 to 16
Backer’s Pet Industry Christmas
Trade Show
Chicago, IL
www.hhbacker.com

Chuck has setup a Groomys Facebook
page and uses it to keep the grooming
community updated. For more information
about the Groomys or to support GIVE A
GIFT email Chuck at
Chuck@TheGroomys.com. ▲

October 28 to 30
NDGAA Fun in the Sun
Ramada Orlando Hotel, Florida
www.ndgaa.com
List your grooming event!
findagroomer@earthlink.net
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It may not be smooth sailing but the waters
are settling from the disruptions of the
economic downturn. Pet grooming lore
reminds us that the industry is recession
resistant. Indeed in 2010 there were
indications upholding such a boast. Early
indicators in 2011 are on track too. Nearly
nine in ten (89%) groomers in a

PetGroomer.com survey reported they were
either holding steady (44%), improving
(29%) or enjoying continued success with
little or no suffering all along (16%).
Which statement best describes your
grooming experience 2009-2010?
44% Steady as she goes.
29% Been worrisome, or tough, but
things are noticeably improving.
16% What problems? We haven’t
suffered.
8% We’re struggling to maintain.
3% We may have to shutdown.
The majority (77%) stated they don’t expect
significant increases in revenue. However,
those anticipating decreases expect them
to be minor. Some (23%) reduced staff and
others (31%) found more marked seasonal
variances.
Many (73%) noted more erratic scheduling
trends by their clientele. Days are slow
then booked solid. Overall most clients are
not cutting back. A strong group (70%)
report clients are not coming in less.
Owners (9%) that “book out” an entire year
ahead for standing appointment clients in
order for pet owners to remain clients said
the stiff requirement has not adversely
their business. The majority of these are
mobile business owners who consider
themselves highly successful. Almost no
shop owners (2%) use this requirement.
On the downside, owners (53%) reported
more no shows, and (55%) get more
frequent price complaints.
Overall clients are coming in less often.
70% No

13% Yes

17% Unsure

Client scheduling is more erratic but they
are not cutting back on regular grooming.
73% Yes

13% No 14% Unsure

No shows have increased.
31% No

53% Yes 16% Unsure

Complaints about prices are more
frequent.
33% No

55% Yes 12% Unsure
(Continued on page 6)
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2010 WHERE THE GROOMERS ARE
# of Grooming

% Total US Grooming

1 Grooming Business

# Households with

Businesses

Businesses

per People Population

Pets Per Business

67

0.22%

10,631

2,108

Alabama

397

1.32%

12,030

2,748

Arkansas

329

1.09%

8,863

2,024

Arizona

588

1.95%

10,871

2,294

2,788

9.26%

13,365

2,623

Colorado

594

1.97%

8,468

1,889

Connecticut

447

1.48%

8,003

1,783

14

.05%

42,079

10,520

US State
Alaska

California

Dist. of Columbia
Delaware

90

0.30%

10,004

2,174

Florida

2,114

7.02%

8,894

2,008

Georgia

766

2.54%

12,646

2,676

43

0.14%

32,007

6,183

Idaho

207

0.69%

7,589

1,606

Iowa

398

1.32%

7,661

1,835

Hawaii

Illinois

1,221

4.06%

10,507

2,333

Indiana

797

2.65%

8,139

1,859

Kansas

352

1.17%

8,097

1.862

Kentucky

443

1.47%

9,789

2,267

Louisiana

437

1.45%

10,366

2,256

Massachusetts

775

2.58%

8,445

1,908

Maryland

499

1.66%

8,879

2,516

Maine

150

.50%

8,879

2,176

1,144

3.80%

8,640

2,025

Minnesota

569

1.89%

9,318

2,173

Mississippi

217

0.72%

13,669

3,001

Missouri

764

2.54%

7,837

1,823

Montana

144

0.48%

6,848

1,549

Nebraska

209

0.70%

8,725

2,014

Nevada

212

0.70%

12,758

2,676

New Hampshire

221

0.74%

5,947

1,361

New Jersey

817

2.71%

10,768

2,317

New Mexico

197

0.65%

10,461

2,245

1,327

4.41%

14,606

3,228

69

0.23%

9,807

2,389

836

2.78%

11,401

2,541

1,291

4.29%

8,933

2,103

Oklahoma

528

1.75%

7,102

1,596

Oregon

552

1.83%

6,945

1,593

Pennsylvania

1,473

4.89%

8,623

1,993

Rhode Island

116

0.38%

9,097

2,096

South Carolina

421

1.40%

10,981

2,412

79

0.26%

10,340

2,398

598

1.99%

10,605

2,419

1,909

6.34%

13,175

2,600

215

0.72%

12,839

2,318

Michigan

New York
North Dakota
North Carolina
Ohio

South Dakota
Tennessee
Texas
Utah
Vermont

75

0.25%

8,314

1,996

636

2.11%

12,587

2,772

1,135

3.77%

5,925

1,328

West Virginia

132

0.44%

14,083

3,404

Wisconsin

612

2.03%

9,285

2,201

93

0.31%

6,079

1,348

Virginia
Washington

Wyoming
Total

30,106
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Groomers (40%) offering “spa add-on
services” reported some decline in the
sales of these services. However, more
(41%) of them reported no loss of sales.
Sales of “spa add-ons” such as pet
facials, massage and specialty coat
treatments are less than a year ago.
41% No 22% Yes, a little
18% Yes, a lot 16% I don’t offer them
3% Unsure
Annual business revenue from sales of pet
grooming services in single locations were
modestly positive in 2010. Overall most
owners reported increases over 2009. The
strongest gains (3.1%) were reported by
business owners whose annual gross
revenues were in the ranges of $25,001 to
$35,000, or $75,001 to $100,000. The
former is likely to be a one person
grooming business, and the latter a small
to medium shop or salon. These results
indicate the resilience of pet grooming.
According to Sundale Research, “From
2005 to 2010, pet grooming expenditures
increased 7.9% to $1.43 billion, following
6.4% growth in 2009.” Further, Sundale
projects, “In 2011, pet grooming
expenditures are estimated to grow by
8.5% to $1.55 billion. Overall, from 2010
to 2015, pet grooming expenditures are
expected to grow by an average of 8.2%
per year, totaling $2.12 billion in 2015.”

No matter what you favor, cats or dogs, or
both, grooming industry research suggests
growth to continue even with the struggling
economy. Keep this cheerful news in mind
in the next section of this report where we
explore what happened to grooming prices
in 2010. Grooming prices are on the rise!

Year

Grooming
Expenditure
in $ Millions

Annual %
Change

2010

1,429

7.9

2011

1,551

8.5

2012

1,687

8.8

2013

1,820

7.9

2014

1,970

8.2

2015

2,124

7.8

Source: Sundale Research 2011

2010

% change
2010 vs 2009

Less than $15,000

1.9%

-.02

$15,001 to $25,000

2.7%

+2.1

$25,001 to $35,000

6.7%

+3.1

$35,001 to $50,000

10.3%

-1.9

$50,001 to $75,000

17.6%

+2.2

$75,001 to $100,000

21.3%

+3.1

$100,001 to $125,000

16.0%

+.9

$125,001 to $150,000

10.5%

+.7

$150,001 to $175,000

6.7%

+2.1

$175,001 to $200,000

3.7%

+1.5

$200,001 to $225,000

1.8%

+.8

$225,001 to $250,000

.6%

+.7

Over $250,000

.2%

+.1

Annual Business Revenue
(one location, grooming services only)

6

Sundale projects “pet grooming
expenditures for cats are expected to
increase by an average of 6.4% a year from
2010 to 2015, totaling $352 million in
2015.” While cat grooming is making
significant gains, Sundale reports, “...pet
grooming expenditures for dogs are
expected to grow by an average of 8.7%
from 2010 to 2015, totaling $1.75 billion
in 2015.”

Where the Groomers Are 2010
There were few changes in the status of
demographic locations for grooming
businesses in the United States since our
last study in 2007. In 2010, the overall
number of grooming businesses grew over
30%.
The following states continue to have the
most grooming businesses, or businesses
that offer a grooming services in a
department:

x

California 9.26%

x

Florida 7.02%

x

Texas 6.34%

x

Pennsylvania 4.89%

x

New York 4.41%

x

Ohio 4.29%

x

Illinois 4.06%

x

Michigan 3.80%

Size isn’t everything. Refer to the Where
the Groomers Are table on page 5.
Washington state has 1 grooming
business, or business with grooming
department, for every 5,925 of its
residents. It also has 1,328 households
with pets for every grooming business.
None of the above states populated the
most grooming businesses come close to
the density of households per pet grooming
business of Washington. Actually many
other states not listed above follow closely
behind Washington’s apparent boon. Let’s
take a closer look. California has the most
grooming business locations. Statistics

Copyright © 2011 Find A Groomer Inc. All rights reserved
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U.S. GROOMING PRICES 2009 - 2010 COMPARISON*
All 50 U.S. States Combined
Detailed U.S. regional results available at www.petgroomer.com/surveys.htm. Regional differences can be significant.
NON-MOBILE GROOMING RESULTS
BREED / SERVICE TYPE

2009

2010

Change
2009/2010

MOBILE GROOMING RESULTS
2009

2010

Change
2009/2010

Overall Avg. Grooming Fee

41.50

44.00

2.50

61.00

61.25

.25

Bichon Frise (Complete**)

42.00

46.00

4.00

61.00

66.75

5.75

Bichon Frise (Bath-Only***)

26.00

32.75

6.75

51.50

51.25

-.25

Min Poodle

(Complete/No Pattern)

40.00

45.50

5.50

60.50

64.25

3.75

Min Poodle (Complete Pattern)

45.00

52.75

7.75

65.50

71.25

5.75

Min Poodle (Bath-Only)

26.00

32.25

6.25

51.00

51.50

.50

Std Poodle

(Complete/No Pattern)

65.00

68.75

3.75

92.00

93.75

1.75

Std Poodle (Complete Pattern)

75.00

83.00

8.00

112.00

103.50

-8.50

Std Poodle (Bath-Only)

40.00

47.50

7.50

70.50

68.25

-2.25

Cocker Spaniel (Complete)

45.00

48.75

3.75

70.50

70.75

.25

Cocker Spaniel (Bath-only)

30.00

34.75

4.75

56.00

59.50

3.50

Min. Schnauzer (Complete)

39.00

42.75

3.75

61.50

60.25

-1.25

Min. Schnauzer (Bath-Only)

25.00

30.50

5.50

50.50

49.00

-1.50

Std. Schnauzer (Complete)

50.00

54.50

4.50

76.50

76.50

.00

Std. Schnauzer (Bath-Only)

33.00

39.25

6.25

62.50

62.75

.25

Golden Retriever (Complete)

55.00

58.50

3.50

87.50

88.50

1.00

Golden Retriever (Bath-Only)

38.00

45.25

7.25

67.00

71.00

4.00

Shih Tzu (Complete)

38.00

42.75

4.75

61.50

61.00

-.50

Shih Tzu (Bath-Only)

29.00

30.50

1.50

51.00

51.00

.00

Sheltie (Bath-Only)

35.50

42.25

6.75

60.50

61.50

1.00

Beagle (Bath-Only)

26.00

29.75

3.75

45.50

48.75

3.25

Labrador (Bath-Only)

32.00

40.50

8.50

60.50

62.50

2.00

Old English Shp. (Bath-Only)

56.00

63.00

7.00

82.50

92.50

10.00

German Shepherd (Bath-Only)

41.50

48.50

7.00

73.00

71.50

-1.50

Great Pyrenees (Bath-Only)

57.00

69.75

12.75

103.50

109.50

6.00

Hand Strip Medium Terrier

76.00

66.00

-10.00

82.00

88.75

6.75

Hand Strip Large Terrier

92.50

84.75

-7.75

102.00

122.50

20.50

Formal Show Min. Poodle

70.50

65.00

-5.50

89.00

130.00

41.00

Formal Show Std. Poodle

119.00

120.25

1.25

136.00

178.25

42.25

15.50

12.50

-3.00

15.50

10.00

-5.50

Vet Bath Treatments Add-on

5.00

3.25

-1.75

8.00

12.50

4.50

Avg. Nails Only Fee

8.00

9.00

1.00

15.00

18.50

3.50

Hourly Grooming Rate

35.50

37.75

2.25

51.00

65.00

14.00

Avg. Dematting Fee

* Fees shown were averaged by combining responses by survey year.
** “Complete” Grooming service includes bath, style, ears, nails, not matted.
*** “Bath-Only” Grooming service includes bath, ears, nails, not matted.
All prices are US Dollars and rounded to the nearest 25 cents.
Mobile fees shown are inclusive of grooming services AND convenience charges for on-site grooming.
eGroomer Journal July/September 2011
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INSIDE PET OWNERS’ HOMES GROOMING PRICES
2009 - 2010 COMPARISON*
All 50 U.S. States Combined
BREED / SERVICE TYPE

2009

2010

Change
2009/2010

Overall Avg. Grooming Fee

50.00

47.00

-3.00

Bichon Frise (Complete**)

51.00

44.50

-6.50

Bichon Frise (Bath-Only***)

50.00

47.00

-3.00

Min Poodle

(Complete/No Pattern)

40.00

38.50

-1.50

Min Poodle (Complete Pattern)

56.00

47.00

-9.00

Min Poodle (Bath-Only)

35.50

35.25

-.25

Std Poodle

(Complete/No Pattern)

80.00

70.00

-10.00

Std Poodle (Complete Pattern)

92.50

80.00

-12.50

Std Poodle (Bath-Only)

50.00

40.25

-9.75

Cocker Spaniel (Complete)

56.00

51.00

-5.00

Cocker Spaniel (Bath-only)

45.50

45.00

-.50

Min. Schnauzer (Complete)

50.00

50.25

.25

Min. Schnauzer (Bath-Only)

40.00

35.00

-5.00

Std. Schnauzer (Complete)

57.50

51.75

-5.75

Std. Schnauzer (Bath-Only)

46.00

33.00

-13.00

Golden Retriever (Complete)

70.00

54.25

-15.75

Golden Retriever (Bath-Only)

50.00

41.00

-9.00

Shih Tzu (Complete)

45.00

35.25

-9.75

Shih Tzu (Bath-Only)

40.00

30.25

-9.75

Sheltie (Bath-Only)

50.00

33.25

-16.75

Beagle (Bath-Only)

35.00

33.00

-2.00

Labrador (Bath-Only)

45.50

45.00

-.50

Old English Shp. (Bath-Only)

70.00

66.25

-3.75

German Shepherd (Bath-Only)

50.00

48.75

-1.25

Great Pyrenees (Bath-Only)

71.00

67.75

-3.25

Hand Strip Medium Terrier

60.50

75.00

14.50

Hand Strip Large Terrier

77.50

90.25

12.75

Formal Show Min. Poodle

95.00

none

0

Formal Show Std. Poodle

120.00

none

0

Avg. Dematting Fee

12.50

8.25

-4.25

Vet Bath Treatments Add-on

12.50

5.75

-6.75

Avg. Nails Only Fee

10.50

10.25

-.25

Hourly Grooming Rate

30.00

32.00

2.00

* Fees shown were averaged by combining responses by survey year.
** “Complete” Grooming service includes bath, style, ears, nails, not matted.
*** “Bath-Only” Grooming service includes bath, ears, nails, not matted.
All prices are US Dollars and rounded to the nearest 25 cents.
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indicate there is only 1 grooming business
or grooming department in a pet business
for every 13,365 of its residents, and
2,623 households with pets. These figures
imply that Washington residents use more
grooming services, or they demand more
grooming services, even just potentially.
However, we don’t know if these
statements are true. There could be
another explanation.
Are there differences in the landscape of
grooming businesses in Washington
compared to California? Ironically, the
offices of Find A Groomer Inc. are in
Washington state. Indeed the majority of
grooming businesses we know of are 1
person businesses. They are commonly
located in the homes of groomers or they
are mobile operations. It’s far more
common to see staffed businesses in
California in comparison to Washington. It
takes more than one, 1 person business,
to serve the same demand of pet owners
using the services of one medium to large
staffed grooming business.
One person grooming businesses continue
to increase by preference. The large
majority of grooming business owners
(67%) surveyed by PetGroomer.com
reported they prefer to work alone.
Do you prefer to own a 1 person
grooming business or a staffed
operation?
67% 1 person
27% Staffed
6% Unsure
There are several ways to operate a 1
person grooming business. Groomers
surveyed by PetGroomer.com responded
with their favorites.
Which operational form of a 1 person
grooming business do you prefer?
42% Mobile vehicle
36% Inside groomers’ homes
14% Small commercial location
5% In-home of pet owners
3% Space inside another pet business
As former Californians we know that zoning
restrictions for owning and operating any
type of home business are much tougher
there compared to other states. In some
counties any home business that creates 2
or more visits to the home (meaning traffic)
by clients can be denied the right to
operate. Few areas of Washington state
match this level of restriction on grooming
in the homes of groomers. It seems that
where home grooming is possible, it’s
preferred by groomers (36%) with the
exception of mobile grooming (42%).

Copyright © 2011 Find A Groomer Inc. All rights reserved
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In our opinion 1 person grooming
businesses will continue to dominate the
future of self-employed groomers.
However, plenty of opportunity for large
commercial salons and shops remains.
The most daunting task of operating a
grooming business is finding an adequate
supply of skilled employees. Most
grooming business owners (59%) surveyed
by PetGroomer.com said the lack of skilled
grooming employees was their top reason
to become a 1 person business. 2011
marks our 50th year in grooming. Way
back in 1961 the shortage of skilled
groomers was no different.
Today in the United States there are an
estimated 2,000 pet groomer job openings
at any time. Up to one-half of them are
advertised in the PetGroomer.com Help
Wanted Ads. If more groomers choose to
operate 1 person businesses the staffing
challenges may remain chronic.

Grooming Price$
PetGroomer.com has been home
to the world’s most popular
grooming surveys since 1997.
Over 250,000 surveys have been
taken. Surveys of grooming prices
are very popular. One statement
best characterizes the results of the
2010 price surveys, “Grooming prices are
on the rise!” One exception exists,
groomers that work in the homes of pet
owners. Their numbers are growing but the
consistency of their pricing formats are
without common ground. Because their
numbers are few and less than 100 take
our surveys, it’s not surprising that we saw
some extreme changes in the results of
pricing for in the pet owners’ home
grooming prices. Overall their fees fell in
2010, but let’s not get side-tracked.
Groomers operating in salons, shops,
departments, their personal homes and
mobile, raised their prices in 2010, and
sometimes it was significant.
For non-mobile groomers the average price
increase was a record $4.37 in 2010. In
the past it was about half that amount. For
mobile groomers the average price
increase was $4.95 if we account for
significant increases in prices for specialty
services such as formal show grooming in
a mobile environment. If we eliminate the
specialty services the average price for
mobile groomers was closer to $2.00.
Therefore, 2010 was the year that nonmobile groomers (except in pet owners’
homes groomers) posted the most
significant increases of all past survey
years.
eGroomer Journal July/September 2011
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It’s an understatement to say that
grooming prices vary by US region. Indeed
the same grooming in New York priced at
$75 can be as little as $30 in some
regions. For that reason we provide
detailed pricing results by US region online
at PetGroomer.com. For the purposes of
this article we are considering average US
grooming prices by combining all regions of
the US. The detailed results will show the
same trend, prices were up in 2010 in
every region of the U.S.

add-on fee is $5.

The big question is why? What spurred so
many groomers to raise prices in 2010 at a
greater pace than previous years. There is
more than one answer. First, non-mobile
groomers (67%) said their clientele is
middle-class, and 51% said their prices are
a little above average. We asked them:

Mobile groomers typically charge larger no
show fees, and 2010 was no different.

If you are raising prices in 2010, why?
40% Cost of employees
23% Cost of supplies
20% Business rents
14% Utilities
3% Other
A strong majority of non-mobile groomers
(65%) said they will raise prices again in
2011-2012.
How about mobile groomers?

Groomers notifying their clients of no show
fees display wide diversity when setting
penalties. Non-mobile groomers results:
What is your no show fee?
41% $10 or less
41% $20 to $30
18% What would have been charged for
scheduled services missed

What is your no show fee?
16% $10 or less
33% $20 to $30
33% $30 to $40
18% What would have been charged for
scheduled services missed
Perhaps the most provocative question of
a special 2010 pricing survey was the
following:
Would you raise prices simply to
maintain your present annual grooming
revenue if your clientele cut back on
grooming services and you couldn’t
develop enough new business to counter
the trend?
56% Yes
43% No

If you are raising prices in 2010, why?
75% Fuel and vehicle maintenance costs
25% Vehicle payments or insurance.
A whopping 98% of them said they will be
raising prices again in 2011.
Virtually none of groomers (< .05%)
surveyed said they plan to publish their
grooming prices in advertising. Discounting
grooming prices lost favor in 2010 too. A
strong majority of mobile groomers (71%)
stated they will not discount their services.
Non-mobile groomers (62%) took a majority
stance against discounts on grooming in
2010, a strong sign of change.

In summary the grooming industry is
continuing to perform admirably during
the economic downturn, and most
groomers are not afraid to raise prices to
maintain their businesses and working
lifestyle. Be sure to check results of our
international pricing surveys on the next
page. ▲

Most mobile groomers (50%) stated their
next price raised would be $3 to $5, but
increases of $7 to $10 were favored by
another strong showing of mobile
groomers (25%).
Non-mobile groomers planned to raise
prices less than mobile groomers in 2011.
About half said they will raise prices up to
$3 and the other half said up to $5. Either
way, groomers are planning to raise prices
in 2011.
“Spa add-on’s” lost a little popularity in
2010 but they are not washed up. Most
groomers (81%) already offering them
indicated they will continue. The average
Copyright 2011 © Find A Groomer Inc. All rights reserved
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INTERNATIONAL GROOMING PRICES 2010*
CANADA 2010
BREED / SERVICE TYPE

NON-MOBILE

AUSTRALIA 2010

MOBILE

NON-MOBILE

MOBILE

Overall Avg. Grooming Fee

44.75

68.25

51.25

67.50

Bichon Frise (Complete*)

50.50

66.00

55.00

60.00

Bichon Frise (Bath-Only**)

33.00

51.75

28.00

35.00

Min Poodle (Complete No Pattern)

48.25

62.75

56.25

62.25

Min Poodle (Complete with Pattern)

56.00

67.75

63.50

62.50

Min Poodle (Bath-Only)

33.75

53.25

30.75

50.00

Std Poodle (Complete No Pattern)

71.50

86.75

76.50

85.75

Std Poodle (Complete with Pattern)

86.50

106.75

92.75

105.00

Std Poodle (Bath-Only)

51.00

69.25

43.00

47.50

Cocker Spaniel (Complete)

55.75

68.25

66.00

70.00

Cocker Spaniel (Bath-only)

39.75

56.75

34.75

40.25

Min. Schnauzer (Complete)

47.25

64.25

59.00

60.75

Min. Schnauzer (Bath-Only)

32.50

53.25

30.25

35.00

Std. Schnauzer (Complete)

60.75

80.00

69.50

72.50

Std. Schnauzer (Bath-Only)

43.00

63.25

39.00

40.25

Golden Retriever (Complete)

66.75

78.25

79.75

67.50

Golden Retriever (Bath-Only)

54.50

70.00

47.25

42.50

Shih Tzu (Complete)

47.75

62.75

54.00

57.50

Shih Tzu (Bath-Only)

32.50

51.75

28.00

35.00

Sheltie (Bath-Only)

49.50

65.00

59.00

52.50

Beagle (Bath-Only)

33.25

49.75

28.75

35.00

Labrador (Bath-Only)

47.00

60.25

37.00

37.50

Old English Shp. (Bath-Only)

69.75

90.25

63.50

62.50

German Shepherd (Bath-Only)

56.75

75.00

42.25

42.50

Great Pyrenees (Bath-Only)

88.25

113.00

58.50

60.25

Hand Strip Medium Terrier

51.50

76.75

76.25

80.00

Hand Strip Large Terrier

72.25

92.50

105.00

120.75

Formal Show Min. Poodle

68.00

100.50

67.50

none

Formal Show Std. Poodle

97.00

189.00

92.50

none

Avg. Dematting Fee

13.50

18.25

27.00

15.00

Vet Bath Treatments Add-on

5.50

5.00

5.00

10.00

Avg. Nails Only Fee

9.00

25.50

7.50

17.50

Hourly Grooming Rate

42.00

65.25

55.00

60.25

* Combined responses by country and then averaged.
** “Complete” Grooming service includes bath, style, ears, nails, not matted.
*** “Bath-Only” Grooming service includes bath, ears, nails, not matted.
All prices are Canadian Dollars or Australian Dollars as appropriate and rounded to the nearest 25 cents.
Mobile fees shown are inclusive of grooming services AND convenience charges for on-site grooming.
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A Study of the pH of Pet & Human Shampoos
Mythology of Shampoo pH
by Barbara Bird, CMG
BACKGROUND
We hear a lot of talk from pet shampoo
sales persons that pet groomers should
beware of using human shampoos on pets.
One of the reasons given for this warning is
that pets and humans have significantly
different pH of hair and skin and that
products formulated for human pH levels
might be harmful to pets.
An excerpt from a website giving guidance
to pet owners says, “Your dog’s coat and
skin is different from your own and
requires different grooming products. The
first step is to choose a shampoo that has
been formulated for dogs with the right pH
and appropriate ingredients for their skin.
Human products are too acidic for your
dog’s skin and can strip the natural oils

from the coat and skin.”1 Recently, this
warning has shown up on YouTube as,
“The Dangers of Using Human Shampoo on
Pets.” This lecture cites different pH
balance as one of the main reasons for
concern.

drugstores and supermarket, and hair
salons. A total of sixty pet shampoos and
forty five human shampoos were tested
over a period of a year. All products were
measured with laboratory grade hydrion
papers accurate to .5 pH.

The citing of the differences in pH of pet
products as the rationale for
admonishment against using off-label
products has begun to have the qualities of
a myth. We accept as fact that there is
some huge difference between the pH pet
and human products. What is the truth
about pH?

This was the second study initiated by the
author on this subject. In 2001, several
members of a groomers’ email group
participated the measurement of the pH of
over 50 pet and human products. The
results were that the pet products ranged
from 2.2-7.5 pH, while the bulk of the
human shampoos tested within the 5.0-6.5
pH range.

WHAT IS pH?

pH is the measure of the acidity or
alkalinity of an aqueous substance. It
measures the single property of
Representative pH Values
producing hydrogen ions in
Substance
pH
solutions (potential Hydrogen).
Battery Acid
0.5
The scale ranges from zero to
Gastric Acid
1.5 - 2.0
fourteen, with seven being the
Lemon Juice
2.4
neutral, the pH of pure water. pH
measurements of less than seven
2.5
Cola
are the acidic range. The lower the
Vinegar
2.9
pH, the greater the acidity of the
Orange or Apple Juice
3.5
substance. Above 7 is the alkaline
Beer
4.5
range, with a higher pH being more
alkaline.
Acid Rain
<5.0
Coffee

5.0

Tea or Healthy Skin

5.5

Milk

6.5

Pure Water

7.0

Healthy Human Saliva

6.5 - 7.4

Blood

7.24 - 7.45

Sea Water

8.0

Hand Soap

9.0 - 10.0

Household Ammonia

11.5

Bleach

12.5

Household Lye

13.5

Courtesy of Wikipedia
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The pH scale is logarithmic, with
each unit of difference on the scale
representing a ten-fold change in
acidity or alkalinity. Thus, a solution
with a pH of 4.0 is ten times more
acidic than a solution with a pH of
5.0, and a solution of 3.0 would be
ten times again, or one hundred
times more acidic than the solution
of 5.0.
STUDY METHODOLOGY: The author
kept a journal, measuring the pH of
products from the grooming salon,
corporate pet supply stores,

There was a large overlap of products of
both types in the 6.0 pH range. It
appeared that there was more difference
among the pet products than between the
pet and human products.2
Barbara Bird, aka
BBird, has been
grooming since 1971
and opened
Transformation Pet
Center in Tucson,
Arizona in 1977. In
the salon, BBird
specializes in Bichons
and scissored trims,
hand stripping of
Terriers, and cat
grooming. She has
been writing and
speaking to groomers
for over a decade, and received the Cardinal
Crystal Achievement Award as Grooming
Journalist of the Year for 2006 and 2007. A
regular contributor to Pet Age magazine,
Barbara also writes for The Bichon Frise
Reporter. She has authored and self-published
three books, including Beyond Suds and Scent Understanding Pet Shampoos and Conditioners.
She has also developed a line of aromatherapy
products, The Scented Groomer.
Web Site: www.bbird.biz
Blogs:
Bbird’s GroomBlog
http://groomblog.blogspot.com
Bbird Talk at GroomWise
http://groomwise.typepad.com/bbird/
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at 5.0. On the higher end of the scale,
2011 STUDY RESULTS
more of the pet products tested at 7.0 and
The list of products tested and pH values is
above than did the human products. The
found in Appendix A.
human products clustered at the mid-range
and lower (more acidic)
Table 1
and the pet products
Number and Percentages of Pet and Human clustered at the midrange and higher (less
Shampoos Along pH Range
acidic, more alkaline).
# of
% of
This grouping is
# of Pet % of Pet
pH Range
Human
Human
Shampoos Shampoos
Shampoos Shampoos illustrated in Chart
Number Two below.
>4.5
2
3%
0
This interesting view is
4.5
0
4
9%
very revealing. It clearly
shows that the human
5.0
3
5%
6
13%
shampoo products are
formulated in the more
5.5
4
7%
11
24%
acidic range, as expected.
However, it also shows
6.0
12
20%
12
27%
how few of the pet
6.5
19
32%
7
16%
shampoos are formulated
in the range they would
3
7%
7.0
11
18%
be expected to fall –
above 6.5. Forty of the
7.5
4
7%
0
sixty pet shampoos, twothirds of the sample
8.0
4
7%
2
4%
tested at pH of 6.5 or
8.5
1
1%
0
less, in the acidic range
along with 89% of the
Totals
60
100%
45
100%
human shampoos. Pet
MD states “Dog
● The range of pH of the pet shampoos
shampoos should be in the neutral range,
was from under 4.5 through 8.5. The
around 7”3. Only one-third of the pet
human products ranged from 4.5 through
shampoos tested in the expected range of
8.0. The pet products showed a slightly
7.0 or higher. Why is this so?
broader range of pH than the human
From a formulator’s view. The cosmetic
counterparts.
chemists who are formulating shampoos
● The average pH of the pet shampoos was
for pets are often the same persons
6.46 and the human shampoo average pH
formulating for human shampoo
was 5.84, a difference of .62 in average
manufacturers. They are dealing with the
pH.
same array of ingredients.

Many considerations come into play
around pH. For example, when Ammonium
Lauryl Sulfate is used rather than Sodium
Lauryl Sulfate, the solution is formulated at
a lower pH to prevent liberation of
Ammonia. Also, when polyquaternium
conditioning agents are added, the
shampoo needs to be more acidic (typically
4.5-6.0) for the maximum conditioning
effect.4 Thickness of a shampoo can also
be affected by the pH. The preservative
system used to protect the shampoo from
contamination may have pH constraints.
For example, many of the organic acid
blends used as alternatives to parabens
are effective only at less than 6.0 pH.5 The
bottom line is that the formulator needs to
arrive at a pH where the product will
perform well and will be suited to species
on which it is used. It is interesting to
notice that as more manufacturers of
human shampoo lines enter the pet
shampoo arena, the pet products begin to
more closely resemble their human
counterparts.
Notes about the pH of canine skin/hair.
The subject of the pH of canine skin seems
to be one of those where “the more we
learn, the less we know for sure.” Although
it is true that canine skin has a significantly
more alkaline pH than human skin, there is
no single agreed upon pH number or
specific range. Studies have been done
that measure canine pH from 5.5 all the
way to 9.1. Although some references will
state the pH of the dog to be 7.5, they are
just citing one study. One thing is clear, pH
of a species exists as a range, and the pH
of canine skin seems to be along a rather
wide range. In Skin Diseases of Dogs and
(Continued on page 14)

● There was an overlapping area in the
6.0-6.5 range. Fifty two percent of the pet
products and forty three percent of the
human products tested in this range. Forty
eight percent, nearly half, of the total pet &
human shampoos tested in the 6.0-6.5
range.
● Twenty four percent of the human
shampoos tested at 5.5 pH, and thirteen
percent tested at 5.0. Fewer of the pet
products tested in this more acidic range,
with seven percent at 5.5 and five percent
eGroomer Journal July/September 2011
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microorganisms.9 The relative alkalinity of
canine skin means that dogs don’t have an
acid mantle. Matousek, et al, at the
University of Illinois, state that, The relative
alkalinity of canine skin may be partly
responsible for a higher predisposition to
cutaneous infections in the dog compared
to other species, such as cats or humans.

Cats, Dr. Steven Melman states that the pH
of human skin is 5.2 to 6.2, while dog and
cat skin ranges from 6.2 to 7.2 with an
average of 6.6
Small Animal Dermatology, 6th Edition7
notes that, In a dynamic study of skin
surface pH in dogs. (158), the following
observations were made: pH values varied
at different sites on the skin and varied
from day to day; males had significantly
higher pH values than females on all sites;
spayed females had significantly higher pH
values at all sites than intact females;
black Labrador retrievers had significantly
higher pH values than yellow Labrador
retrievers, and Labrador retrievers and
miniature schnauzers were significantly
different from English springer spaniels
and Yorkshire terriers. Clearly, skin
surface pH appears to vary with site, day,
coat color, sex, gonadal status, and breed.
In addition, it has been reported that the
skin surface pH of an excited dog can
increase by greater than 1 unit within 1
minute.7
This is not the only reference to the pH of
the dog’s skin varying by breed. A study by
the Royal Canin Research Center found the
German Shepherd to have the most
alkaline of three breeds tested: the 18
GSD’s tested averaged 8.62 pH. Six
Golden Retrievers had an average skin pH
of 7.57, and fifteen Labradors averaged
6.84 pH.8 Given that the scale is
logarithmic, the German Shepard pH was
nearly one hundred times more alkaline
14

than the Labradors. With all of these
variables, it would seem like no one pH
point would represent the proper pH for a
dog shampoo.

SUMMARY
MYTHOLOGY OF SHAMPOO pH
A “myth” is defined as “a widely held but
false notion.”
MYTH: Human shampoos are formulated at
a much more acidic pH than pet
shampoos. FALSE! Although some human
products might be significantly more acidic
than some pet products, more of the pet
and human shampoos share the same pH
than those that differ. In this study, Forty
eight per cent of the total pet and human
products shared the pH range of 6.0-6.5.
That’s nearly half of the total sample.
MYTH: Using a mildly acidic shampoo is
harmful to a dog that has a mildly alkaline
skin pH. FALSE! Recent studies suggest
that acidifying the skin of dogs with
bacterial and yeast infections promotes
healing of those conditions.9,10 There is no
available evidence to support the notion
that mildly acidic shampoos damage
canine skin.
MYTH: Using a shampoo with an acidic pH
will damage or ruin the “acid mantle “ of
the canine skin. FALSE! The acid mantle
theory proposes that the relative acidity of
human skin serves as a protective barrier
against infection by cutaneous

MYTH: An acidic shampoo is more harsh
and potentially irritating than a shampoo of
6.5 pH or higher. FALSE! More acidic is
not more harsh. The harshness of a
shampoo has more to do with the
character of the cleansing surfactants, the
detergency, than with the pH. A slightly
acidic shampoo will leave the hair cuticle
tightly closed, resulting in smooth, shiny
hair. Alkaline substances can be harsher
on the hair than acidic products. A more
alkaline shampoo will lift and loosen the
hair cuticle and is more suited for
shampoos for deep cleansing or color
deposit. This is why it is recommended to
use a mildly acidic conditioner following
such treatment.
MYTH: A shampoo will have some long
lasting effect on the dog’s skin and hair.
FALSE! There is no evidence to suggest
that a rinse-off shampoo product, or a
leave-in conditioner is going to have any
prolonged effect on the pH of the dog’s
skin. The natural desire of the body to
restore balance will operate. Matousek, et
al found that vinegar spray reduced
cutaneous pH to less than 6.0 for an
average of 12 hours. Vinegar is about 2.4
pH, very acidic.
CONCLUSION: Concerns and warnings
about shampoo pH and using a shampoo
balanced for the pH of the dog seem to be
driven more by business and marketing
than by science. There is no scientific
evidence that shampoo having a pH of 5.06.0 is harmful to pet skin. In fact, many
pet shampoos share that pH range with
human shampoos. There are, however,
good reasons to use a good pet shampoo
on dogs: Shampoos formulated for canine
hair are designed to clean well and are
often geared toward specific jobs or coat
types. Human shampoos are designed for
daily or weekly use and may not clean a
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RESEARCH
dirty dog well. They are also mostly
formulated to soften hair, which may not
be desirable when scissoring a Bichon or
maintaining a terrier coat. Human hair
shampoos are less likely to have
ingredients for whitening, promoting
deshedding, or serious deodorizing.
Products for the trade allow the groomer to
custom pick the right product for a salonworthy result. Your professional image is
enhanced by your knowledge of product
science and your choice of professional pet
products. ▲

Appendix A pH Human Shampoos Test Results*
HUMAN SHAMPOO PRODUCT

<4 4.5 5.0 5.5 6.0 6.5 7.0 7.5 8.0 8.5

Alberto VO 5

█

Avalon Organics

█

Aveeno Baby

█

Beyond Zone Noodle Head

█

Big Sexy Hair Big Volume

█

Burt's Bees Baby Bee

█

Catwalk (Tigi) Curls Rock
Dove Intensive Repair

█
█

Enjoy Sulfate-Free

█

Farouk Power Plus Vitalizing

█

Follicure

█

Garnier Fructis Hydra Curls

█

Healthy Hair Plus Nourish
REFERENCES
1.
Tips for Dogs with Sensitive Skin,
www,petalia.com.au
2.
Bird, Barbara J., Beyond Suds and
Scent: Understanding Pet Shampoos and
Conditioners, Birdzeye Press, Tucson, AZ, 2006
3.
Pet MD, Maintaining Your Dog’s Skin
pH, petmd.com
4.
Klein, Ken, Shampoo Formulation:
The Basics, Cosmetics & Toiletries, May, 2004.
5.
Weber, Klaus, New Alternatives to
Paraben-Based Preservative Blends, Cosmetics
& Toiletries Magazine, January 2005,Vol.120,
No.1, p.57-62.
6.
Melman, Steven A. , Skin Diseases of
Dogs & Cats: A Guide for Pet Owners and
Professionals, ,Dermapet, Potomac, Maryland,
1994.
7.
Scott, DW, Miller, WH, Griffin, CE,
Muller & Kirk’s Small Animal Dermatology, 6th
Ed., 2001, W.B. Saunders (US).
8.
Weber, M, Royal Canin Research
Center, 2003.
9.
Matousek, J, Campbell, KL, Kakoma,
I, Solter, PF, Schaeffer, DJ, Evaluation of the
effect of pH on in vitro growth of Malassezia
pachydermatis, Can J Vet Res>v.67(1); Jan
2003.
10.
Matousek JL, Campbell KL, Kakoma I,
Schaeffer DJ. The effects of four acidifying
sprays, vinegar and water on canine cutaneous
pH levels. J Am Anim Hosp Assoc. 39:29-33
(2003)

Herbal Essences Hydration

█

Infusium (Moistur)ologie

█

Ion Clarifying

█

Ion Color Solutions

█

Ion Swimmers

█

Johnson & Johnson's Baby

█

Joico Biojoba
Kenra Clarifying

█
█

Kenra Moisturizing

█

Kenra Volumizing

█

Matrix So Silver

█

Nature's Gold Jojoba

█

Neutrogena T/Gel
Nexxus Therappe

█
█

Organix White Tea & Grapeseed

█

Pantene ProV Classic Clean

█

Pantene ProV Red Expressions

█

Paul Mitchell Awapuhi Ginger

█

Paul Mitchell Color Care

█

Paul Mitchell Shampoo One

█

Paul Mitchell Tea Tree

█

Proclaim Olive Glossing

█

Sally's Generic Color Care

█

Shimmer Lights (whitener)

█

Shiny Silver Ultra Cond.

█

Silk Elements Olive

█

Suave Daily Clarifying

█

Trader Joe's Nourish Spa

█

Tresmme Moisture Rich

█

Tresemme Clarifying

█

Vidal Sassoon Moisturizing
Walgreen Therapeutic T-Plus
* Figures shown for pH in Appendix A are approximate.
Testing was conducted by the article’s author.
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Appendix A pH Pet Shampoos Test Results*
ALL PURPOSE PET SHAMPOOS

<4.5

4.5

5.0

5.5

#1 All Systems Super Cleaning

6.0

6.5

7.0

7.5

8.0

8.5

█

1st Impressions Dog & Cat

█

Best Shot Ultra Max

█

Best Shot Ultra Wash II

█

Chris Christensen Day to Day

█

Cowboy Magic Rosewater

█

Epi-Pet

█

Eqyss Premier

█

Espree Plum Perfect

█

Espree Doggone Clean

█

Espree Facial Rainforest

█

Groomax Spa

█

Groomers' Edge Alpha White

█

Hydrosurge All Purpose

█

Isle of Dogs Stand (Up)

█

Isle of Dogs Stay (Clean)

█

Isle of Dogs Sit (Still)

█

Isle of Dogs Gloss

█

John Paul Pet Tea Tree

█

John Paul Pet Tearless

█

Laube Wild Thang

█

Les Poochs Tearless Texturizing

█

Nature's Choice Tri-Herbal

█

Pet Silk Olive Oil

█

PPP Aromacare Lavender

█

Rio Vista Golden Palomino

█

Showseason Naturals Glisten

█

Showseason Naturals Soy Protein

█

Showseason Naturals Essential

█

Showseason Aminoflex

█

Showseason Bright

█

Showseason Speed Dry

█

Southbark Blueberry Facial
WHITENER SHAMPOOS

█

#1 All Systems White Lightning

█

Chris Christensen White on White

█

Espree Bright White

█

EZ Groom Crystal White

█

Four Paws Magic Coat White Coat

█

Groomers' Edge Midnight White

█

John Paul Pet Super Bright

█

Pet Silk Bright White

█

TEXTURING SHAMPOOS
#1 All Systems Crisp Coat

█

Chris Christensen Spectrum 1

█

Cindra Texturizer

█

Showseason Texture

█

FINE COAT SHAMPOOS
Chris Christensen Spectrum 10

█

CLARIFYING SHAMPOOS
Chris Christensen Clean Start

█

Showseason Clarity

█

FLEA TICK SHAMPOOS
Laube Wild Animal White Litening

█

Tropiclean Neem Citrus

█

MEDICATED SHAMPOOS
DermaPet DermaBenSs

█

Duoxo Chlorhexidine

█

Eqyss Microtek
EZ Groom Ultra Sheen Medicated

█
█

Showseason Soothe

█

* Figures shown for pH in Appendix A are approximate. Testing was conducted by the article’s author. Results for most pet products tested are shown above.
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MARKETING

CLIENT RATING SYSTEMS THAT BOOST PROFITABILITY
Revisiting The Madson Management System
In From Problems to Profits Madeline Ogle
shared her effective use of a client rating
system to not only boost profitability but to
also set a new standard for client service.
It’s a simple system that takes only a few
hours to learn and then apply. Her son,
Stephen, has assisted hundreds of
grooming business owners to implement it.
His records indicate that most of them
boosted their sales of grooming services
20% to 30% without price increases or
growing their client bases.
Whether you have 50 clients or 1,000 your
first priority is to maximize sales to existing
clientele, and then market new customers.
The most important factor is to maximize
sales is appointment frequency. Every
client has an appointment frequency
whether you measure it or not. The more
frequently your clientele returns the
greater your sales. Maddie developed a
client rating system to encourage the
highest possible appointment frequency
from thousands of clients. She enrolled at
least 85% of her clients into an
appointment scheduling program. It
became the driving force actualizing the
sales potential of her clientele. The way
she delivered this client service raised
client satisfaction, and kept pets looking
their best year round.
It was not uncommon for Maddie’s clients
to say, “Since we started coming here our
pets always look better.” Few realized the
difference was not only quality grooming,
but they were actually having their pets
groomed more frequently. You can do the
same. Passive attention to appointment
frequency means passive growth of sales.
In fact, you probably have thousands of
dollars of potential sales not being
actualized in your business.
In 2010 Stephen assisted a salon owner in
Nevada to implement the Courtesy
Appointment Scheduling Program, another
name for the Preferred Client Program in
From Problems to Profits using the “ABCD”
client rating system. Now one year later the
sales of services has increased 26%
without raising prices (from the existing
clientele at the time the program started).
In a nutshell, all customers are rated a type
“A” or “B” program member, or “C” for
nonmembers. “D” ratings are inactive.
Option A Standing Appointment Client
Option B Courtesy Scheduling Call
Option C Neither, a nonmember.
A typical grooming business already has
eGroomer Journal July/September 2011

Nevada Pet Salon

BEFORE

Courtesy Appointment Scheduling System
Total Clients: 352
“A” Clients
“B” Clients
“C” Clients

140
N/A
212
352 Clients

Nevada Pet Salon

PROPOSED GOAL
Get 50% of “C’s” to Enroll as “B’s”
Courtesy Appointment Scheduling System
Total Clients: 352
“A” Clients
“B” Clients
“C” Clients

140
106
106
352 Clients

Variables
“A” Clients
“B” Clients
“C” Clients

8 appts year on avg.
8 appts year on avg.
4 appts year on avg.

Average Service Fee $40.00

Nevada Pet Salon

REVENUE COMPARISON
Courtesy Appointment Scheduling System
Before

Revenue Yearly

“A” Clients
“B” Clients
“C” Clients

$44,800
$
$33,920
$78,720

After Proposed Goal Revenue Yearly
“A” Clients
“B” Clients
“C” Clients

$44,800
$33,920
$16,960
$95,680

Nevada Pet Salon

REVENUE DIFFERENCE
Courtesy Appointment Scheduling System
Before
After

$78,720 / year
$95,680 / year

Difference

$16,960 / year

Almost $17,000 more a year without
having to resort to…
1. Price increases.
2. Expanding client base.
3. More advertising expenses.

“A” and “C” clients. Magic happens with
“B” clients who get their pets groomed as
often as “A” clients, but they don’t want to
be tied into the restrictions of standing
appointments. “B” clients are just as
lucrative as “A” members. However, don’t
rely solely on sending them appointment
reminder cards, email reminders or leaving
messages on answering machines. You
might additionally follow those procedures,
but the proven path to success is
maintaining personal connections with pet
owners selecting the “B” option.
Remember they joined and are willingly
awaiting your calls. Use the scripts in From
Problems to Profits and enhance them.
Making “B” scheduling calls also leads to
more opportunities to impress. For
example, you learn that a pet is ill. Send a
get well card expressing your sincere
concern the same day. Perhaps a
misunderstanding unknown to you has
kept a client from returning. Resolve it
now, retain the client! You may learn a pet
has passed away. Send a pet sympathy
card. They are likely to return when they
acquire another pet. Services based on
convenience and personal contact explains
how Maddie built a huge client base with
very little advertising.
Too many groomers wait for “C” clients to
call for appointments. Waiting drags down
sales frequency. Refer to the table on the
left. It shows the experience of Stephen
working with a Nevada groomer. Their goal
was to implement the Madson Courtesy
Appointment Scheduling Program, and
maximize grooming income from existing
clientele. At first, they rated them either “A”
or “C” because the “B” option was not yet
offered. They set a measurable goal,
introduce the program and enroll 50% of
the “C” clients (who avoided the
restrictions of standing appointments) into
the more appealing flexible scheduling “B”
option. As a result 50% of the “C” clients
would instead use grooming services an
average of 4 more times a year as “B”
members. Follow the math. The result is an
increase in sales of $16,960 a year
without raising prices or adding more
clientele. Without diligent use of the
program this increase is instead potential
sales income never actualized.
Now a year later the owner reports 72% of
the “C” clients are now enrolled as “B”
members, and revenues are up $21,000 a
year. You can do this magic using client
service rating systems like Maddie’s.▲
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BREED MASTERS

The Essence of a Breed
For every purebred dog, there is a
written standard developed by parent
breed organizations that outline what
the “ideal” dog of that breed should
be. That “essence” is significant for
maintaining the proper condition for
peak job performance. In other words,
to help it be all it can be.
With any purebred dog, there is a
“look” or general feeling you want to
capture, if possible, while grooming.
The trim style can be for the show ring
or modified into a pet trim. In either
case, you want to pull the “essence”
out of the breed standard and apply it
the dog.
In this series, we look at key points on
the official breed standard. The
professional pet stylist accentuates or
detracts these points according to
styling tactics. The more familiar you
are with proper canine anatomy,
movement, and terminology, the
easier it will be to have a positive
impact on any pet you groom.

THE POODLE
The Poodle is a very stylish, squarely
built dog of great intelligence. They
have a sophisticated air of distinction
and self-esteem. Their athletic,
proportionate build allows free, fluid
and elegant movement in their gaits.
The poodle comes in three sizes: Toy,
standing below 10 inches; Miniature,
standing between 10 and 15 inches;
and Standard, standing over 15 inches
in height at the withers. A squarely

built Poodle should be as long as he is
tall from the breastbone to the point of
rump and from the highest point of the
withers to the ground.
Eyes should be dark and almond
shaped. They are deeply set and
separated enough to yield an
intelligent expression. Ears should be
at the same level, or slightly below, the
eyes.
The cheekbones should be flat. The
head of the Poodle should be well
balanced with the length of the muzzle
from the nose to the stop, being equal
to the top skull, from occiput to stop. A
slight stop that indicates the
separation between the muzzle and
the top of the somewhat rounded
skull.

By Melissa Verplank

angulated to match the forequarters.
The feet are small, pointing straight
forward. The ribs are well sprung. The
top line is level with a tail set that is
high on the rump. The tail should be
long enough to balance out the overall
portrait of the Poodle.
The coat is curly, very dense, and crisp
to the touch. The thicker and curlier
the coat, the better it lends itself to a
wide range of trim styles.
The Poodle can come in any solid
color. Their skin tones range from
black, brown, and pink, with the lighter
colors, normally the more sensitive the
skin will be. ▲

The neck is long
enough to carry the
head proudly with an
air of dignity. The
depth of chest
should be equal to
the length of leg to
create a sense of
balance.
The legs are straight
and parallel when
viewed from the
front or rear.
When viewed in
profile, the elbow
falls directly below
the highest point on
the withers. The rear
is well muscled and

Verplank has almost 30 years experience in the pet industry. Her mastery of grooming techniques has won her numerous awards on a national & international level. She has run multiple businesses including a fleet of mobile units, a salon
that grew into the Paragon School of Pet Grooming, a luxury, all suite boarding facility called Whiskers Resort & Pet Spa
and White Dog Enterprises which created the award winning book, ‘Notes From the Grooming Table’. She was a member
of GroomTeam USA, later the Team Coordinator and sat on the Board of Directors. Ms. Verplank is an industry speaker,
author, two time Cardinal Crystal Achievement winner and contest grooming judge. Her most current project online is
Learn2GroomDogs.com, streaming videos covering instructional grooming and business operations.
Websites:
www.learn2groomdogs.com
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www.melissaverplank.com

www.paragonpetschool.com
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PET SAFETY

DIY Pet First Aid Kit
By Mary Oquendo, C.M.P.T.I. C.C.S.
What is your most invaluable piece of
grooming equipment? Is it your clipper
vacuum? Your bathing system? Your dryer?
For me, it is my pet first aid kit. Being able
to address injuries quickly minimizes the
impact while reducing recovery time.

Organizing a pet first aid kit allows you to
customize it to your needs. It is also the
best way to know what is in your kit.

9
___
___
___
___
___
___
___
___
___
___
___
___
___
___
___
___
___
___
___
___
___

To help you get started use
the handy checklist below.
Store your kit in plastic bin
with lid. Keep a copy of the
checklist in the bin to
remind you of the required
inventory. Some items
have expiration dates. Go
through your kit after each
use to replenish and
replace out-of-date items.
My second most valuable
piece of equipment is my
pet first aid certificate and
course manual. Because of
my training I know how to
properly use the contents
of my kit and when to call
for help first. To find a pet first aid
instructor in your area please contact me
at mary@pawsitivelypretty.com.

Put a check mark next to each item listed below as you acquire it.
Veterinarian’s phone number including off hours contact. You may need their direction, or to inform them you are on the way.
Gauze rolls.
Vet wrap.
Cotton roll for use with large areas and head wounds.
Non-stick gauze pads.
Antibiotic cream.
Sanitary napkins can be used to soak up excess blood.
Bandanas. Use as triangular bandages. Cover burns. Use as slings. Aid walking by taking pressure off limbs.
Sealed sterile solution to rinse wounds and burns. Once opened it is no longer sterile.
Surgical scrubs such as Novalsan™ or Betadine™ to clean wounds.
Eyewash.
Surgical glue. There is a right way and a wrong way to use this. Have your veterinarian demonstrate proper usage.
Tea bags. They contain tannic acid which helps to clot blood.
Plastic cards, such as old library cards or used gift cards, can be used to cushion pad injuries. Also you can flick out bee
stingers. Place card under stinger and then lift up and out.
Small flashlight to check for debris in throat.
Chemical cold packs or instant cold gel packs. Place against pressure points to cool pets. Always contact veterinarian for
instructions when pet is suffering from hypothermia or heatstroke.
Plastic baggies for debris, vomit or stool samples.
Latex gloves to protect from zoonotics.
Honey packets for hypoglycemic pets.
SmartWater™ to help replace electrolytes when pets are stressed due to injuries.
Butterfly bandages to help close larger wounds.
The remaining items require veterinary contact first! Different poisons often require different protocols and proper dosage.
What helps in one situation can cause harm in another. Post these telephone numbers wherever you care for pets.

Animal Poison Control 1-888-426-4436
___
___
___
___
___

Read my Pet First Aid & Care blog at
www.groomwise.com. My web site is
www.pawsitivelypretty.com. ▲

People Poison Control 1-800-222-1222

Liquid gel cap antihistamine with safety pin to puncture liquid center. Squirt directly on tongue. This is the fastest way to
administer an antihistamine during anaphylactic shock. Dosage is important.
Hydrogen peroxide to induce vomiting.
Activated charcoal to absorb poisons.
Baking soda to absorb topical caustic materials.
Squirt bottle to administer treatment.
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GROOMER HEALTH

Sinus Infection: Pseudomonas Aeruginosa
True Story a Zoonotic Disease Transferred Animal to Human
What is a zoonotic disease?
A zoonotic disease is a disease that is
transferable from animals to humans.
There are hundreds of zoonotic diseases
and they can be passed on to us in many
different ways. For example, I contracted a
bacterial infection called Pseudomonas
Aeruginosa three years ago by inhaling the
dander of an infected dog. Other ways
they can be passed on to humans are
through scratches, bites, contact with urine
and feces, or ingestion.

What is Pseudomona?
Dr. Ted Liou, an Associate Professor of
Internal Medicine at the University of Utah,
defined Pseudomonas simply as a
“professional pathogen; an organism that
feels its job is to go out and infect things.”
With simple nutrient requirements, it
proliferates rapidly once it finds a host. It
is a gram negative rod bacterium, mostly
found in plants, soil, water, animals, and
humans. These bacteria have the ability to
get into your eyes and ears, wounds, burns,
urinary tract, and respiratory system.
Eventually, they can get into your
bloodstream, where they can become fatal.
Canine Pseudomona skin infections
usually result as a secondary infection to
staphylococcus. Ears are the most
common place to find this infection.

What are the symptoms & how is it
diagnosed?
Pseudomona has a sickly sweet odor,
similar to rotting fruit. When I was infected,
this was my first sign. Other symptoms
include a yellow or greenish mucus, pain,
pressure, or swelling of the face. A mucus
culture is needed to confirm diagnosis.

The best precaution is to wear a
mask when drying dogs or other
animals, since this is when skin
particles are most likely to be in
the air...You should also flush
your sinuses after grooming,
using a netti pot, a saline rinse
bottle, or a hydro-pulse irrigation
system.

Skin to skin contact can spread
Pseudomonas. They also have the ability to
be aerosolized, making particles small
enough to be inhaled and absorbed by our
mucous membranes. This happens during
drying, when bacteria, yeast, and fungus
are forced into the air that we breathe.
Zoonotic pathogens can also be spread
through the contaminated uniforms of
healthcare workers, who play with their
animals before they go to work.
22

I am currently being treated for
complications resulting from my infection. I
have lost most of my sense of taste and
smell, and have been diagnosed with
Eustachian Tube Dysfunction, (ETD).
However, a new surgery for ETD has just
become available. By having this surgery,
I’m hopeful my facial pain will finally be
relieved. The most important thing that I
have learned, however, is to not be afraid
to turn away clients. Now, when I see an
animal that belongs in the Veterinarian’s
office, I make that recommendation before
grooming it. It is definitely not worth the
risk. ▲

How is it treated?
Pseudomona is a bio film. It has a
protective slimy outer coating, which
makes it difficult for antibiotics to
penetrate. Oral antibiotics and sinus
flushes are often tried first. Intravenous
antibiotics may also be prescribed.
Balloon Sinuplasty is a new, less
invasive surgery, as well as setting
medicinal stents in the sinuses, where
they drip medicine directly onto the
affected areas. The stents are easily
removed after thirty days.

What precautions can be taken?

How can you get it?

years to find a doctor who knew how to
treat this type of infection. It has taught me
how to be proactive and persistent.

The best precaution is to wear a mask
when drying dogs or other animals, since
this is when skin particles are most likely
to be in the air. I recommend the masks
from Breathe Healthy; they fit snugly and
make a secure seal. You should also flush
your sinuses after grooming, using a netti
pot, a saline rinse bottle, or a hydro-pulse
irrigation system. And always wear gloves.
They will help protect your hands from
possible infections.
I have learned a lot since my infection. It
has been an interesting journey. I have
seen more than thirty doctors over the past
three years—many of whom were skeptical
of my symptoms. It took a year and a half
to get a Psuedomonas diagnosis and three

Diane Baron Taylor and her husband Robb live
in Logan, Utah with their lab/mix Stinkers, and
for more than twenty years, they have owned
and operated The Doggy Boutique Pet Salon. At
the age of twenty-two, Diane was raising and
grooming American Cocker Spaniels. She was
unaware at the time that professional dog
groomers existed. Diane found the only groomer
in town, and asked if she needed help at her
shop, and lucky for Diane, she did. After working
for three years, Diane opened her own shop.
This allowed her to work from home and spend
time with her children. Her first shop was in a
small room in her mobile home. When they
purchased a home, she made the entire
basement a grooming salon, and now she
employs six groomers. With her health
improving, the whole family is working to expand
the business, which will soon include a pet hotel
and daycare facilities. Her favorite time of the
year is January, when the Pet-Pro Cruise sails on
another warm and fun adventure!
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INTERVIEW

Danelle German, CFMG, CFCG
Founder & President, National Cat Groomers Institute of America Inc.
Q. How did you come to open a cat
grooming school and association?
I started out showing and breeding
Persians back in the mid-late 90s. In the
midst of that, I was asked by a local felineexclusive vet if I would groom some of her
patients. What came next, surprises even
me! In a very short amount of time, a few
clients grew to 80 clients and then from
there I went on to open a feline-exclusive
grooming salon in a quaint, little,
downtown suburb of Greenville, SC. Within
a year, the client list had grown to nearly
500, and continued with that same trend
in subsequent years.

doing. As I researched their certification
program and the standards required to
obtain certification, it was clear that those
standards were primarily based on AKC
show standards. Applying the same
thought process to cat grooming led me to
base most of the written standards for cats
on my own background in showing in CFA,
the cat equivalent to AKC. During my show
career, I successfully bred and showed
Persians to win several National and
Regional breed and color awards as well as
earning the prestigious National 3rd Best
Cat in Premiership award in 2004-2005.
Applying the same show quality standards
to my clients’ cats, whether purebred or

A few years later, two of my
clients moved away to states in
other parts of the country. Both
called me repeatedly, frustrated
that they could not find a
groomer willing and able to
groom each of their felines. I
tried, to no avail, to locate
groomers who would take on
these new clients and give them
the type of grooming they had
been accustomed to.

domestic mixes, proved to have a business
-growing effect in my salon. If it worked for
the dogs and it worked for my cat clients,
why would it not then work for the rest of
the cat grooming industry?

Q. How did you go about setting
standards for cat grooming?

So part of the process for setting cat
grooming standards was to, first of all,
base them on a standard of quality that
already existed within CFA, and then create
standardized, consistent terminology so
that everyone would be on the same page
when referring to any aspect of cat
grooming.

When starting the National Cat Groomers
Institute I looked to the existing dog
grooming associations for a pattern to
follow. The NDGAA had been around for a
very long time and had a good reputation,
so I figured they knew what they were

While the NCGIA’s standards are required
for passing certification exams, it is truly up
to each pet grooming professional how
they want to utilize those standards within
their own business. However, I truly believe
the standards should be known and met by

There was a void in the industry so I
decided to fill it. First came the association
(2007) and then later, as the need for
hands-on training became apparent, the
school was opened (2010).
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Q. Where do your students come
from?
The National Cat Groomers School opened
its doors in January 2010, so we are
currently in the first half or our second
year. So far we have had students from all
across the US and Canada, as well as
students from South America, Australia,
and Hong Kong. We were obviously a little
nearsighted when we came up with the
name.

Q. What are the advantages
of membership in the NCGIA?

Around this same time, pet
groomers from other parts of
the country were emailing and
calling me, asking questions
about how to handle difficult
cats, what shampoos work best,
or how to get straight lines on a
lion cut.
After doing some research on
available educational options for
would-be cat groomers, it became clear to
me that both the grooming industry and
those who own cats as pets would greatly
benefit from a thorough educational
program specifically for cat groomers.

anyone who grooms cats. And that starts
with knowing our breeds and the correct
terminology for cat colors, body parts,
groom styles and more.

The biggest advantage to being a
member of the NCGIA is having
the ability to earn certification.
Along with that, we offer the Dirty
Hair Project ™, eNewsletters,
discounts on certain products
and classes sponsored by the
NCGIA, website listing and
referrals, and on-going support.
Support and on-going training is
a huge aspect of what we do.
Every day our instructors answer
questions via email and phone
from members who need help
with business issues or actual
hands-on cat grooming and
everything in between. More
than anything we want our
members and graduates to be
successful in their cat grooming
endeavors. The more successful they are,
the bigger and better the NCGIA becomes.
We can’t lose sight of this.

Q. What certification titles do you
offer?
Members can earn two titles with the
NCGIA. The first is Certified Feline Master
Groomer™ (CFMG) and the second is
Certified Feline Creative Groomer™ (CFCG),
for those that want to go one step further
and add a little pizzazz to their cat grooms.
By obtaining the CFMG title, a groomer can
then participate in the Dirty Hair Project™.

Q. Tell us about the Dirty Hair Project.
I’ve been selling dirty cat hair to a lab in
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the US for several years. They use it to
extract dander, which is then used to make
human allergy shots. It’s quite a process,
and because so many people suffer from
allergies, the lab finds it difficult to keep up
with the demand. There’s a shortage of
dirty cat hair it seems. Lucky for me, I’m in
the dirty cat hair biz!
Now all of our CFMGs are in the dirty cat
hair biz. All of our trash – that unwashed,
dirty cat hair – is worth $113/lb. It sounds
unbelievable, I know. But it truly is worth
$113 per pound. Last week I shipped off
about 14 lbs of dirty cat hair. Next week I
will get a check for about $1580. Not too
shabby really, considering that without the
Dirty Hair Project I would throw that nasty
cat hair in the trashcan, where it would sit
until it was hauled of to a landfill to live
until the end of time. I guess you could say
it’s the ultimate in recycling programs.
Not just anyone can sell cat hair to the lab.
Because the end product is meant for
human use, the FDA is involved. Our
certification program had to be
investigated and approved by licensed
veterinarians that work with the lab in
order for our CFMGs to earn a right to
participate. That happened about two
years ago. Since then, our CFMGs have
been selling a lot of dirty cat hair.

Q. Most studies agree the cat
population is a bit larger than the
dog’s. Yet the demand for cat
grooming is less than dogs. Do you
see the demand for professional cat
grooming growing in the next 10
years?

Q. How does a cat only grooming
business go about marketing their
business?

Q. What’s the outlook for mobile
grooming businesses dedicated to cat
grooming, completely or mostly?

There are several facets to marketing.
First, a groomer must get cat owners to
recognize and/or verbalize their needs.
Anyone that lives with a cat has “issues.”
But they generally don’t think about them,
nor are they aware there are solutions.
When a cat groomer gets the owner to
recognize the problems and then offers
real, workable solutions, they have a new
client. The next step is to win their trust.
This means knowing all about cats, their
breeds, colors, coat types, grooming needs,
temperaments, health issues, and all the
rest. Then, to round it out and keep the
client coming back for more, a groomer
must WOW a cat owner with awesome and
amazing results.

I think the outlook for mobile cat groomers
can be a really positive one provided these
business owners have a good, workable
plan and market their business in the right
way.

Once a groomer establishes herself/
himself as a reputable “cat expert” of
sorts, their clientele will grow. The most
effective marketing begins like that. Wordof-mouth generates great results and is
free. Hitting up area vets and other pet
grooming establishments for referrals
works really well. But first, a groomer has
to know what they are talking about and do
an outstanding job to warrant continued
referrals from their colleagues and clients.
I will cover this more in depth in my article
for this issue.

Let’s face it, most cats hate to travel in the
car. That reality, combined with the fact
that people are just plain busy these days,
makes a mobile grooming service that
comes straight to the door a premium
option many people will pay for. All mobile
groomers should be marketing that as
much as possible.
In addition, feline-exclusive grooming is
typically better than combined dog and cat
grooming. Mobile groomers are always
exclusive to whatever pets they have in
their unit at the moment. This is another
marketable aspect that mobile business
owners have over salon owners.
I suppose the outlook for mobile cat
groomers is whatever they make it to be.
And that is one of the great things about
being a business owner in a free-enterprise
system; the sky’s the limit. Reach for the
stars! ▲

Before

If I have anything to say about it, it WILL
grow! Most reports show that the US alone
boasts over 90 million owned cats. While
dog grooming is acceptable and totally
mainstream, there are a lot of myths out
there about cat grooming that keep cat
owners from seeking out professional
grooming services. Most people believe
cats groom themselves. Or they believe
cats hate water. Neither of these is true.
In fact, cats lick themselves, which makes
them covered in saliva and dander and
does nothing to remove mats, fleas,
excrement, urine, grease, or long, sharp
claws. Growing a sizeable cat clientele
requires dispelling these myths and more.
And to dispel the myths, one has to really
understand a cat’s specific grooming
needs and then effectively communicate
such to the owner. Can this be done?
Absolutely! I’ve been doing it for well over a
decade and now our graduates are doing
it. I like to think of it as a cat grooming
revolution - saving the world one cat at a
time. The cats are certainly there. We just
have to get them into our salons.
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Cat Grooming Basics

By Danelle German, CFMG, CFCG

The grooming industry places a huge
importance on the level of knowledge,
understanding and skills obtained by
professional dog groomers. However,
when it comes to cat grooming, these
things are often overlooked or deemed
unnecessary.
Considering the fact that there are more
owned cats on this globe than there are
dogs, this should not be the case.
Considering, too, that cats come with a
unique set of challenges, it becomes even
more important for groomers to seek out
whatever training available for the safe and
efficient handling of felines.
Proper and thorough cat grooming
education needs to cover a variety of
aspects.
These include but are not limited to:

Identification of temperaments
Safe handling techniques
Understanding proper coat care and
management
Proper grooming procedures
Knowledge of the best tools, products,
and tricks-of-the-trade
Understanding breeds, colors, and
coat types
Education of customers
Identifying and Handling Feline
Temperaments
Simply put, most cats fall into 3 main
temperament categories. These consist of:
shy, compliant, and aggressive. The shy cat
is the one that likes to curl up into a tight
ball and hide. It is fearful of being out of
the house and with a stranger. This type of
cat prefers close contact with a human and
wants to keep its head/face hidden. The
shy cat is the one that will smash itself into
the back of the carrier as much as
possible, as if it could become one with the
plastic and not be noticed anymore. The
shy cat typically shows no signs of
aggression as long as it does not feel
threatened. Maintaining its sense of
security and safety is the objective while
grooming a cat of this type. The bath is
usually the most difficult part of the
grooming process when working with a shy
cat.
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The compliant cat is the groomer’s dream.
It lies there, perfectly content to be where
it is. The compliant cat appears to enjoy
the entire grooming process and may even
purr at times. It typically arrives at the
salon peeking out from the carrier as if
truly looking forward to a day at the spa.
The goal is to keep the cat this way by
never giving it a reason to mistrust the
groomer.
The aggressive cat is the beast that makes
one wonder why they are grooming cats at
all. It is the cat that leaves battle scars trophies of bravery that a groomer will wear
for a lifetime. It is the cat that arrives at
the salon, staring out of the carrier in
search of the perfect opportunity to take
off one or two of the groomer’s fingers. The
aggressive cat is at war the moment it
enters the salon and will fight to the death
if need be. Not everyone is cut out to
wrangle the aggressive cat. And so be it.

▫
▫
▫
▫
▫

▫
▫
▫
▫
▫

are only general guidelines. The most
dangerous cat will be the one that fools the
handler into thinking it possesses one kind
of temperament only to show its true
nature when it is least expected. The
cardinal rule of cat grooming: Never Trust a
Cat!

Common Stress Signs
Stress can affect a cat very quickly and
have catastrophic results. A groomer must
be aware of the common stress signs and
treat the situation accordingly to lessen the
chance of a fatality.
The most common sign of stress in a cat is
panting. This can mean the heart is
working overtime. It is possible that a cat
has an unknown, underlying health
condition such as hypertrophic
cardiomyopathy, diabetes, or a variety of
other conditions that can go undetected

DO’s

Do bathe a cat until is squeaky clean and degreased.
Do force dry a cat’s coat until it is 100% dry.
Do check for stud tail and chin acne.
Do complete a cat groom in less than 1 hour.
Be confident and in control at all times.

DON’T’s

Don’t use a noose on a cat.
Don’t send a cat home wet or damp.
Don’t’ shave a highly aggressive cat.
Don’t use conditioner on a cat.
Don’t use shears on a cat.

Knowing limitations and working within
them is wisdom at its finest, especially
when dealing with a wildly aggressive
feline. If choosing to handle these
challenging creatures, bathing the cat first
can make a tremendous difference. It is
amazing how quickly an angry cat can
change from a ferocious fighter to a
whimpering ball of wet fur. Of course,
always keep a safe distance from teeth
and nails when handling cats, especially
aggressive ones. Be smart, be quick, and
be strong.
Please keep in mind that the beauty of the
feline beast is its total and complete
unpredictability. The above classifications

and show themselves when the cat
becomes stressed. Normal grooming, and
especially removing mats or a pelted coat,
can be highly stressful to any feline.
Another common sign of stress in a cat is
frequent urination or elimination of the
bowels, especially if present with other
behavioral stress signs. If it is suspected
that a cat is stressed, the grooming should

stop. Contact the owner and seek veterinary
care immediately. It is also important to impress
upon cat owners the need to eliminate stressful
situations in the future. This means working

together to prevent matting and poor
condition coat. Less stress for kitty should
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be important to an owner. It is the
professional groomer’s job to communicate
how to achieve that when it comes to skin
and coat condition and the cat’s overall
grooming needs.

professional sessions. It will also result in
less shedding, better coat/skin condition,
and a cleaner cat running around the
house. All of these benefits are attractive
to pet owners.

Understanding Feline Coat & Skin Care

If a cat does become severely matted or
pelted, it will then be necessary to shave
the cat down into a lion-cut or a lion-cut
variation. A #10 blade is the safest blade
to use on a cat for any kind of shave down.
Shave in reverse, against the growth of the
hair. After grooming thousands upon
thousands of cats during my feline
grooming career, I have encountered just
about every conceivable condition one
might imagine and have yet to find a mat
or pelt that could withstand the force of my
#10 blade on my Switchblade or Storm
clippers. If a #10 blade is not working, it is
usually due to the technique used by the
groomer or that the blade and/or clipper
being used is not suited to cat hair.

Cats mat. It’s a fact. Even the short-haired
varieties are prone to matting from time to
time. Understanding the main causes of
the matting will help a groomer better
communicate to an owner the protocol for
future prevention. Cats are greasy. This is
another fact. If a cat is not bathed regularly
then the grease and oils build up and
cause all sorts of problems.
When the coat is greasy, it becomes sticky.
When the coat is sticky, hair that normally
sheds clings to the hair that is not
shedding, rather than falling away. This
causes a small tangle to form. Usually the
small tangle goes unnoticed to the pet
owner and may even be so small that it
doesn’t catch in a comb or brush. Over
time, other small tangles form and grow
bigger as more hair sheds and collects
underneath. If not taken care of in a timely
manner, the tangles grow into mats and
eventually fuse together, creating a large,
thick pelt. A pelted coat can prevent an
animal from performing normal functions
such as walking, lying down, or using the
litter box.
The key to preventing mats is to, first and
foremost, bathe the cat thoroughly on a
regular basis with a good degreasing
shampoo. It may take several applications
to do the job. But if the grease is
thoroughly removed, not only will the cat
stay mat-free for a reasonable period of
time, but it will also look a lot better after
the groom. The second part of the matprevention process is to properly dry the
cat using a non-heated, forced-air dryer.
Blowing as much of the loose hair out and
getting the cat completely dry will do
wonders in making it look fantastically
fluffy and mat-free.
Typically a cat should be bathed every 6
weeks to keep it in good condition. It can
be done more often if necessary. Contrary
to popular belief, cats can be bathed
weekly without harm to the skin and coat.
In fact, the more frequent the bathing the
better the coat and skin condition usually
is. During the years that I showed my
Persian cats in CFA, I would bathe them
twice a week in order to achieve the best
condition possible – a necessary feat for
winning in the show ring. Obviously a twicea-week grooming regimen is not practical
for the average cat owner. Having it done
every six weeks is usually adequate and
will result in the cat owner not having to do
any at-home grooming in between
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When a cat is shaved down to “erase” the
condition of its coat, explain to the owner
what causes matting and how to prevent it
in the future. Explain the potential risks
associated with the stress of removing
mats and/or pelts. Charge the owner an
extra fee for the extra work that was
performed and reschedule the cat’s next
groom appointment within 6-8 weeks. For
most cats, a regular 6-week program is
recommended.
Getting clients to understand the matting
process will go a long way in building
business and producing more satisfied
customers. Explain to the client what
causes the mess that their beloved Fluffy is
in, but also offer them a realistic solution
to the problem. The solution always
involves regular, professional grooming!

Feline Grooming Procedures
Grooming cats really is an art. And it is not
for everyone. For those that wish to tackle
the job, here are some basics that will help
provide a safer environment and better
results.
First and foremost, know your enemy. Cats
are unpredictable creatures and are
potentially very dangerous. First determine
what temperament a cat has and what
weapons are present. I affectionately refer
to a cat’s claws as weapons of mass
destruction. A smart groomer will remove
all WMD’s at the start of the grooming
process. The exception to this will be
explained in a minute.
After the nail trimming, do the breedspecific face trim (on Persians,
Himalayans, and Exotics primarily) and
then move on to a rough cut of any
shaving, whether it be a sanitary clip, belly
shave or lion-cut. Do not worry about

getting the lines perfect or the finish
completely smooth at this point. These are
things to focus on later, after the bath and
blow-dry.
Next, thoroughly bathe the cat. Be sure to
use a degreasing shampoo and bathe until
the coat is squeaky clean. There should be
no oily residue left on the skin or coat. This
is vital for preventing mats and providing a
quality finish. Right after the bathe, while
the cat is wrapped in a towel clean the
ears and eyes. Several breeds have a
protein-based eye discharge that is easily
cleaned with a tearstain product or basic
saline solution. Cleaning the eye area after
the bath allows for the water and bathing
process to loosen up any build up, making
it easier to remove.
Cats should be force dried, whether cage
drying is done initially or not. Always use
non-heated air. A high velocity dryer is a
must for the hand-drying process, allowing
for the removal of loose hair, break-up of
tangles, and thorough drying of the coat to
create volume and a smooth finish. The
best time to do any de-matting is while
using the HV dryer, after the cat’s coat is
approximately 95% dry. Use the dryer to
loosen up the mat or tangle as much as
possible and then use a metal comb to
flick out what remains. Most often the cat
will be more concerned with the air blowing
on it than it will be with the tug made
during the mat removal process.
Once the cat is completely dry, finish up
any shaving to create a smooth finish and
neat, even lines at the legs, neck and tail,
or along the belly and/or sanitary lines, as
appropriate. Remember to shave in
reverse using a #10 blade. Finally, comb
out any remaining coat. Do not neglect the
head, bottoms of the feet, or inside the
back legs. There should be a smooth,
perfect finish over the entire body, from
head to tail.
When dealing with a highly aggressive cat,
consider bathing first. There is something
about an aggressive cat being wet that
seems to take the fight right out of it, or at
least enough of the fight to make it easier
to handle. Afterward, dry the cat as
described above. Shaving on aggressive
cats should be kept to a minimum or not
done at all. Using the right products and
procedures when grooming cats will
produce stunning results. There is such a
sense of satisfaction after turning a dirty,
stinky, greasy, matted cat with dandruff
into a feline worthy of entering a show. But
even better than that is the fact that the
newly groomed cat will live a happier,
healthier life because of it!
Visit www.nationalcatgroomers.com for
more information. ▲
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Listen to Danelle German and many
other experts on GroomerTALK Radio
and Ask A Pro Conference Calls
ANYTIME 0N DEMAND!
www.groomwise.com
FREELANCE WRITERS BLOGS
Pet First Aid & Care
Grooming Smarter
Smartstyling
Go Mobile & Succeed
Hairs of the Dog
Professional Cat Grooming
National Cat Groomers Institute
In the Dogs’ House
Bbird Talk
This Grooming Life
Listen Anytime to Talk Radio Archive!

TRIVIA ANSWERS
From page 34.

1.

Groomingdales

2.

Florida

3.

October

4.

False (You increase
evaporation.)

5.

Schedule C

6.

False (It is the ISCC.)

7.

$577.50

8.

1 (Don’t you know groomers are
brilliant and fabulous?)

9.

Madeline B Ogle

10. Professional liability
11. $35.00
12. False (The term relates to
sharpening.)
For more trivia games, including the
Jodi Murphy Trivia Quiz, see:
www.petgroomer.com/quizzes.htm
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Financing a Mobile Grooming Vehicle
By John Stockman
Financing a grooming vehicle can sound
intimidating, complicated and downright
scary, but it doesn't have to be if you know
the rules ahead of time and be smart with
your income and expenses.
First and foremost, know your credit score
and what makes up your credit history.
Check it regularly and be aware of who is
looking at your credit and why.
There are many credit monitoring services
available for a monthly fee. Some are
more expensive and in depth and others
are less expensive and just provide alerts
when someone looks at your history. Most
credit card issuers offer the service
(usually through a contractor) so you might
want to start there.
If you don't want to pay to monitor it closely
then you can visit the website
annualcreditreport.com and get a full
report annually at no charge.
Lenders have some basic criteria that they
look at with all loans, including grooming
vans, so this advice is relevant for buying a
grooming van, a house, a car or really
anything you'll need to borrow money to
own. We'll focus on grooming vans here, of
course, and this article applies to a first
time buyer as well as the mobile grooming
veteran looking to add a van or to replace
an older one.

The Basic Lending Criteria
Lenders primarily look at 3 main criteria
when evaluating your creditworthiness for
a loan.
The first is your credit score or FICO (Fair
Isaac Corporation) score. FICO scores
range from 300 up to 850. 650-699 is
moderate; 700 and higher is seen as good
to excellent. The average FICO score in the
USA for 2010 is 732.
Many factors impact the FICO score. 35%
of the score is based on your payment
history. That is the heaviest weighted
factor so be sure to pay your bills on time.
Another 30% of the score is based on
credit utilization or the amount of debt
used vs. the amount of debt available.
Maxing out your credit cards is not a help
to your score
15% is based on the length of your credit
history. As your history ages, it helps your
score rise. That's a tough one if you're
young but like fine wine, it will get better
with age.
10% is based on the different types of
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credit you have. Managing different types
of credit (installment, revolving, mortgage,
etc.) helps your score too. The remaining
10% has to do with credit inquiries when
you are seeking new credit sources.
Shopping for a car loan or a mortgage for a
short period of time are fine and won't hurt
you but a trend of looking for different
types of loans over time will.
Another important factor lenders scrutinize
is your debt to income ratio. Most lenders
want to see the ratio below 50% including
the monthly payment for the loan you are
applying for. If your income is $3000 per
month and your debt payments are $1000,
your debt/income ratio is only 33% so the
lender will look at that as an indication that
you can afford the loan.
The only way to improve that ratio is to
reduce debt or increase income. Since
income tends to be relatively fixed,
concentrate on reducing the debt. Maxed
out credit cards are a no-no. Another major
indicator to be aware of is the high credit
limit. Lenders want to see if you have been
successful in meeting the payment
obligation of higher ticket items (like a
home mortgage, a business loan or line of
credit), especially if you are applying for a
larger loan.
In a nutshell, what a lender is looking to do
is minimize their risk. That is all they want
to do so a solid FICO score, a good debt to
income ratio and a demonstrated ability to
manage larger loan amounts will make
them feel all warm and fuzzy. As long as
you have a good credit score, a reasonable
debt to income ratio and timely installment
payment history (like on a house or car)
you should be able to get financed on a
mobile grooming vehicle.
IMPORTANT NOTE! It's absolutely critical
that you report all of your income. Deposit
all of it into your bank account. Many
people get turned down for loans because
income is not deposited and accounted for
at tax time. Grooming tends to be a cash
business and it is not only illegal to not
account for it, which is risky enough in and
of itself, but it can blow any chance of a
lender granting you a loan.
Because in many cases, you have to prove
your income and if you aren't reporting
cash, it doesn't exist and can't be included
as income by the lender. If you can't prove
you earned it, you didn't! Lenders want to
see either bank statements or tax returns
for income verification. We've had many
people turned down for loans because of
this. Just don't do it! It isn't worth it.

Finance Source Options
There are 2 basic sources for you to look to
for financing your grooming van purchase.
Captive finance sources such as Ford
Motor Credit or Daimler Financial Services
and traditional banks like the one you do
your banking with.
A captive finance company is called that
because they are owned and/or affiliated
with automobile companies. The only way
to access them for financing is through a
dealer of that make of vehicles or through
an authorized converter like Wag'n Tails.
In other words, you can't trot down to your
local Ford Credit Branch and apply for a
loan but if you are buying a Ford through a
Ford dealer or us, you can access them
that way.
Your local bank is a viable alternative to
the captive finance companies but they
present a separate set of challenges.
While a vehicle loan is pretty simple, a
grooming van conversion is very different
animal, indeed.
First of all, a grooming van is not a Camry.
It’s a specialized commercial vehicle with
no “blue book” value to tell the banker how
they depreciate or that can give the bank a
used vehicle value. Because of that, the
loan is perceived by the bank as inherently
riskier to a bank when compared to that
Camry.
Also, many local banks will not entertain a
loan for a commercial vehicle. Some have
a separate department that does
commercial lending so you have to do a bit
of research. Since mobile grooming is a
relative unknown to many bankers, you
should expect to have to educate them. A
detailed business plan will go a long way to
accomplishing that.
Consideration should be given to getting a
home equity loan because you may get a
good interest rate and you can usually do
whatever you want with the money. This
allows you to avoid the challenges outlined
above.
When talking to local banks and credit
unions, be sure they understand that it is a
specialized commercial vehicle up front.
Always ask if they make commercial loans
so you don’t surprise them, or get a
surprise yourself later if commercial loans
aren't an option with the bank.
Captive finance companies can be an
easier route to take for a couple of
reasons. Speaking strictly about my
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company, Wag'n Tails Mobile Conversions,
the lenders we work with like Ford Credit
and Daimler Financial already get it. They
understand our business and industry
because we have gone to the time and
expense to educate them. That eliminates
most of the challenges of trying local banks
and we handle the entire process for you
after you submit an application.
In general, captive finance companies have
a vested interest in helping the dealer sell
the van. After all, that's the reason they
exist; to help the dealership sell vehicles.
Grooming vans are no different other than
they've been altered to groom pets.
Another critical factor is getting the entire
package financed with one loan. You do
not want to have to finance the van, take
delivery, send it to the conversion company
and then finance the conversion with
another loan. Not only will you have 2
loans, you'll have to pay on the van loan,
insure the van while it's being made into a
grooming van. The best way to go is to buy
it as one package, sign the loan papers
just prior to getting the van and have the
first payment delayed so you get time to go
earn some income before the payment is
due.

Down Payments
Unless you are an existing business (at
least 2 years in business to be considered
“existing”) you should expect to have to put
some money down. Lenders want to see
you with some “skin in the game” because
it demonstrates your commitment to
success and lessens their risk in loaning
you money. How much down will depend
on the lender, your credit history and the
price of the vehicle.
To estimate it, take the van price and
multiply by 15-20% for the down payment
amount. It can be a little more or less but
that's a good rule of thumb. If you are an
existing business, there are opportunities
for smaller down payments and even zero
down payment loans provided you meet
the other credit requirements.

Used Van Financing
Now let’s look at used vehicle financing.
There is a common misconception that
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used vans are easier to finance than new
because they cost less. This is completely
understandable. In reality, they can be
more difficult to finance and usually
require even stronger creditworthiness for
several reasons. These reasons all stem
from lenders having a limited
understanding of mobile grooming as a
concept and the market value for used
grooming vans.

PetGroomer.com Classifieds
www.petgroomerads.com
320,000 Help Wanted Ads Since 1997
The #1 Buy & Sell Marketplace
Devoted to Pet Groomers Like You
Business for Sale or Lease
New & Used Mobile Vehicles
New & Used Tools & Equipment
Suppliers
Shampoos & Spa
Service Providers & Consultants
Grooming Software & Home Study
Grooming Schools
Bows, Bandanas & Ribbon & More
Books, DVDs & Streaming Videos

First, there is no “blue book” market value
for them to reference. They look at the
value of a used cargo van which is always
much less than the market value of a used
grooming van. They see a used cargo van
book value that is worth much less than
the loan amount you’re requesting.
Next, you explain that it is a specialty
commercial vehicle and they realize they
have no way to assign a value to it.

℠

Finally, because it is used, they expect
wear and tear issues, in some cases no
warranty and they assume less
dependability. That gives them the
perception of a higher likelihood of
interruptions in the income stream the van
produces. This is perceived as even more
risk. Our experience has demonstrated that
used van financing usually carries larger
down payments, higher interest rates and
shorter repayment terms because of the
higher perceived risk in the lender’s eyes.
That usually boils down to a monthly
payment amount on a used van that isn’t
much less than a new one.

www.groomwise.com
BLOGS & TALK RADIO
ASK A PRO CONFERENCE CALLS
SPONSOR BLOGS
PetEdge
Wag’n Tails
Golden Paws Schools
Cherrybrook
Melissa Verplank
Jodi Murphy
Governor Insurance

Summary
I hope this information is helpful to you. It
doesn't have to be an intimidating process
when you know how the game is played.
Use this information to prepare yourself for
the day when you decide that grooming
less dog for more money by going mobile is
your way to go. If you find yourself seriously
contemplating going mobile, Wag'n Tails
has all the resources you need to get
going, including business plans, accounting
projection spreadsheets, launching and
operating a mobile grooming business, etc.
All you have to do is ask! If you have any
questions or comments, feel free to
contact me, John Stockman, at 800-5130304 or email me at john@wagntails.com
anytime. ▲

FREELANCE WRITERS BLOGS
Pet First Aid & Care
Grooming Smarter
Smartstyling
Go Mobile & Succeed
Hairs of the Dog
Professional Cat Grooming
National Cat Groomers Institute
In the Dogs’ House
Bbird Talk
This Grooming Life
Listen Anytime to Talk Radio Archive!
On Demand Recordings

www.wagntails.com
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Angela Clark, Daryl Conner, Ellen Enhrlich,
Danelle German, Mitzi Hicks, Chris Jackson,
Candy Jackson, Lisa Leady, Jodi Murphy,
Dawn Omboy, Mary Oquendo, Dina Perry,
Jay Scruggs, John Stazko, Melissa Verplank,
Sue Zecco and more.
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REFERENCE
It’s commonly known that all brands of A-5 blades fit any brand of A-5 clippers. What is not commonly known relates to blade sizes. Most
brands of A-5 blades have similar sizes, but how they perform varies. Manufacturers must use design differences in order to avoid patent
and copyright infringement. The most common difference between brands is the blade thickness. Similar manufacturer sizes may cut at
different heights. You could be in for a surprise if you change brands of the same size blade only to discover the cut is different! For your
convenience Jeff at Northern Tails Sharpening prepared the multiple manufacturer reference charts below for blades and snap-ons. Be sure
to check Jeff’s web site at www.northerntails.com for more helpful articles, videos and descriptions of his mail-in services. ▲

Clipper Blade Cutting Heights by Manufacturer
BLADE
SIZE

BLADE
CUT

#

Inches
1/125
1/100
3/50
1/50
3/64
1/16
3/32
5/64
7/64
1/8
1/4
3/8
1/2
5/8
3/4
3/16

50
40
35
30
15
10
10W
9
8.5
7
5
4
3
5/8HT
3/4HT
T-84

MASTER
GRM.TOOLS

MM
0.2
0.3
—
0.5
1.2
1.6
2.4
2.0
2.8
3.2
6.4
9.5
12.7
15.9
—
—

LAUBE

MM
0.2
0.3
—
0.5
1.0
1.5
—
2.0
2.8
3.2
6.4
9.6
13.0
16.0
—
—

WAHL

MM
0.5
0.6
—
0.8
1.3
1.8
—
2.0
—
4.0
6.0
8.0
10.0
—
—
—

KLEAN
CUT

OSTER

MM
0.2
0.1
—
0.2
1.0
1.5/1.6
—
1.5
—
3.2
6.3
9.5
12.0
—
—
—

MM
0.2
0.3
—
0.5
1.2
1.0
—
1.0/2.0
2.0
3.0
6.0
9.0
13.0
—
—
—

ANDIS

MM
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
1.2
1.5
—
2.0
2.8
3.2
6.3
9.5
12.0
16.0
19.0
2.4

Snap-On Comb Sizes & Cut Lengths by Manufacturer
COMB
SIZE

LAUBE SELF ADJ
& X-LARGE

WAHL
STAINLESS STEEL

MDC ROMANI

OSTER
UNIVERSAL

MILLERS
FORGE

#

Inches

MM

MM

MM

MM

1/16
1/8
1/4
1/2
3/4
0
1
1 1/4
1 1/2
2
3
4
5
A
B
C
D
E
S

3/4
7/8
5/8
1/2
3/8
5/16
3/16
1/16
1
1 1/4
1 1/2
1 3/4
2
1 5/8

eGroomer Journal July/September 2011

9/16
5/8
1/2

3/8
3/8
1/8
3/4

5/8
1/2

1/16
1/8
1/4
1/2
3/4
1
1 1/4

7/16
3/8
5/16
1/4

5/8
1/2
3/8
5/16
3/16
1/16

Both charts provided courtesy of
7/8

Northern Tails Sharpening
251-232-5353

1

www.northerntailssharpening.com
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GROOMER TRIVIA & FUN
TIPS FROM eGROOMERS
Baby powder applied to exposed skin like
your arms before cutting hair (especially
Labs and heavy shedders) helps prevent
sharp hairs from sticking into your skin.
I use a disposable cutting board (a thin
plastic sheet) to put under the dog's paws
when I am shaping their paws. It allows my
curved scissors to slide around the paw as
I close the blades without catching on the
ribs or textures of the table. I have the
angle of the scissor set and slice and slide
around the bottom of the foot.
Share your concern about dog's bad
breath with their owners. In the meantime
I found something to help me get through
the day without gagging. Keep strong
menthol cough drops handy and slip one,
or a piece of one, in YOUR mouth. Menthol
makes the nose happier than stinky
breath!
If the ramp on your grooming tub is all
black, and I groom several older, sight
impaired dogs, they may not see it very
well. I placed two bright yellow stripes of
electrical tape (several inches apart)
running across the ramp. It provided an
area or focal point and it has helped some
of the dogs gain confidence while going up
and especially down the ramp. The light
colored tape contrasts against the black
ramp offering color separation and gives
them a focal point. I have noticed less
hesitation from many, but not all dogs,
while climbing up and down the ramp.
When scissoring, find a position and STAY
THERE! When you move everything gets
thrown off and it's hard to continue where
you left off.
When grooming an animal at home, such
as a bird, and you quick a nail, pancake
mix will work similar to Kwik Stop and
similar products. Anything that looks or
feels like flour will work. It can be a
lifesaver if you run out of your commercial
product.
For perfect polished nails, poke the
toenails through an old nylon knee high.
This keeps any stray hairs out of the nail
polish.
I have a hard time grooming black dogs. I
cannot see them well. I find myself
straining my eyes when scissoring,
especially the feet and legs. Place a white
towel on the table, under the dog. It
helped me a great deal. The contrast
allows me to see the silhouette of the dog,
and makes scissoring the feet and legs,
much easier on the eyes.
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You Know You’re a Groomer
When…

TRIVIA
1.

2.
3.

4.

5.

What is the most popular
grooming business name in the
United States with 13 letters?
What East Coast U.S. state has
the most grooming businesses?
What month is the official
“Adopt a Dog Month” in the
U.S.?
Creating a drier environment in
a bathing department often
decreases evaporation and
reduces drying time. True or
False?
A sole-proprietor pet grooming
business owner is required to
file what Federal tax form each
year to declare business income
and operating expenses?

6.

The ICSS is a pet grooming
association headquartered in
Texas. True or False?

7.

What is the weekly gross wage
for a hired groomer working 5
days-a-week, 55% commission,
6 dogs-a-day, and all service
fees are $35?

8.

How many groomers does it
take to screw in a light bulb?

9.

Which groomer author first
published The Humane Bath
Procedure?

10. What type of business
insurance coverage for
groomers is most often
overlooked?
11. What is the average grooming
service fee of a grooming
business that groomed 4,000
pets in 2010 and earned
$140,000 on the register for
grooming services?
12. “Hollow ground” refers to a nail
clipping and grinding technique.
True or False?
See page 29 for answers.
For more trivia games, including the
Jodi Murphy Trivia Quiz, see:
www.petgroomer.com/quizzes.htm

There's more hair on you than on your dog.
Your dogs' nails are better cared for than
yours.
You've customized your grooming table to
perfection, but have trouble remembering
how to build pasta.
Your friends know better than asking how
your family is doing. Instead, they always
ask "So, have you bought any new
equipment lately?"
You have more saliva on your face than in
your mouth.
You hack up bigger hair bails than the cat.
You come home from work and your dog
sniffs you like your his favorite tree.
You can have a complete conversation
with your dog.
You blow your nose and a dog's coat
comes out.
You pet other people’s dog you catch
yourself feeling for matts.
You place the value of a retail item based
on the number of dogs you groomed to
make that amount of money. Example:
"That outfit is too expensive, It's a 4 dog
pantsuit."
Strange dogs greet you as though you are
another dog.
Your car has more hair on the seats than
on your dog.
You catch yourself growling when you get
angry.
Your dog has a better haircut than you do.
You communicate better with your
neighbor’s dogs than with your neighbor.
All the strays in the neighborhood migrate
towards your house.
You recognize the dog on the street before
the owner.
You are stopped in the supermarket by a
client and you don't know who they are
until they mention their pets name.
You threaten your mate with, “That’s it,
we’re getting another puppy!”
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Sponsor Buyer’s Guide 2011
◊ Diamond Level Sponsors of PetGroomer.com ◊
PetEdge Supplies

PetSmart Employment

Since August 2000

Since December 1998

PETCO Employment

Double K Industries

Since March 1999

Since April 2003

Kim Laube & Co

Wag’n Tails Mobile Conversions

Since August 2003

Since September 1998

All About Dog Grooming Home Study

Groomers Choice Pet Products

Since July 2000

Since March 1999
®

Metro Air Force Dryers

Senproco

Since June 2004

Since January 2004

Golden Paws Schools & Consultation

Barkleigh Productions

Since January 2000

Since March 2003

Hitch-on Mobile Pet Salons

Cherrybrook Supplies

Since October 2007

Since January 2009

Paragon School of Pet Grooming &
Distance Learning Program

Florida Institute of Animal Arts
Since April 1999

Since June 2004

Learn2GroomDogs.com
MelissaVerplank.com

Golden Paws Distance Learning Program
Since January 2000

Since June 2004

1·800·GROOMER℠ Can Be Your Business No.
Since August 2010

Grooming Business in a Box®
Since August 1/2006

2 Companies by Product & Service
3 Company Web Sites
4 eGroomer
SchoolsJournal
of Pet Grooming
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Associations

Industry Report

Bows, Nail Polish & Cologne

Consultants & Services

National Dog Groomers Association

Groomer’s Choice Pet Products

Golden Paws School Consultation

International Professional Groomers Inc

PetEdge

1 800 GROOMER℠

Int’l Society of Canine Cosmetologists

Double K Industries

National Cat Groomers Institute

Bardel Bows
Showseason & Naturals

Groomadog Academy Consultation
Animal Photography

Employment

PFWH.com Equipment Financing
Grooming Business in a Box®

Elchar Dog Bows

PetSmart Employment

The Dog Bowtique

PETCO Employment

Pawfume Value Priced Colognes

Pet-Valu Employment (Canada)

Grooming Apparel & Masks
PetEdge Top Performance®

Mobile Grooming

Home Study, Books & DVDs
All About Dog Grooming Home Study
Learn2GroomDogs.com

Wag’n Tails Mobile Conversions

Paragon Pet School Distance Learning

Hitch-on Mobile Pet Salons

Golden Paws Distance Learning
JKL Pet Grooming Home Study

Groomer’s Choice - EZ Care Wear

Governor Insurance

Jodi Murphy Grooming Apparel

Ambers Mobile Pet Salons
Gryphon Mobile Trailers

Jodi Murphy Instructional DVDs

Jodi Murphy Mobile Success DVD

Groomadog Academy

Lynne’s Mobile Pet Salon Trailer Conversion

HipDog Grooming School DVDs

Go Mobile and Succeed Book & DVD

Go Mobile and Succeed Book & DVD

Breathe Healthy Grooming Masks

Insurance
Governor Insurance (for all groomers)
PROFur Insurance (Canada)

Sharpening & Repair
Groomer’s Choice Pet Products

Super Styling Session DVDs

Suppliers Online & Catalog
PetEdge Grooming Supplies

Grooming Business in a Box®
National Cat Groomers Institute

Trade Shows & Workshops

Groomer’s Choice Pet Products
Cherrybrook Grooming Supplies

Barkleigh Productions

Groomers Best Stainless Steel

Ryan’s Pet Supplies
PFWH.com

Super Styling Sessions Seminars
Intergroom Trade Show

Software & Business Forms

Westcoast Animal Groomers Supply
Shampoo Lady Supplies

Groom Classic Trade Show
U.S. Pet Pro Classic (See ISCC)

Northern Tails Sharpening
Love’s Sharpening

123Pet Software
PetLinx Software
ITS Software

List Your Business Here FREE! Only for PetGroomer.com Sponsors

Store Vantage
Border Software

Call 800-556-5131 or 360-446-5348 www.petgroomer.com/bannerads.htm
Email: findagroomer@earthlink.net

Manufacturers of Grooming Tools, Equipment & Supplies
BATHING SYSTEMS
PetEdge Master Equipment ProBather
Groomer’s Choice - BathMaster
Prima Bathing Systems
PFWH.com (Quadrabathe)
BRUSH, COMB, RAKE & DESHED
Kim Laube & Co.
MDC Romani - Clipper Vac®
WAHL Clipper Corporation
CAGES & ACCESSORIES
PetEdge ProSelect Cages
Groomer’s Choice - DuraDog Cages
Snyder Mfg. Co.
Clark Cages
Groomers Best Stainless Steel

CLIPPERS, BLADES & COMBS

MDC Romani - Clipper Vac

LOOPS, LEADS & POSITIONING
MDC Romani - Clipper Vac®

Double K Industries
Kim Laube & Co.

Groomers Helper®
®

WAHL Clipper Corporation

PET ORAL HYGIENE
PlaqClnz

Double K Industries

SCISSORS & SHEARS
PetEdge Master Grooming Tools

Kim Laube & Co.
Metro Air Force® Dryers

Groomer’s Choice - Monk Lite Shears
Kim Laube & Co.

Snyder Mfg. Co.
MDC Romani - Clipper Vac®

SHAMPOOS & CONDITIONERS
Pet Edge

Clark Cages
B-Air Dryers

Double K Industries

TABLES & ACCESSORIES
Groomer’s Choice - DuraDog Tables

Bark 2 Basics, Green Groom, The Coat Handler

DRYERS

Kim Laube & Co.
WAHL Clipper Corporation
Iv San Bernard USA

Forever Stainless Steel

Groomers Best Stainless Steel
Forever Stainless Steel

CLIPPER VACUUM SYSTEMS
Kim Laube & Co.

TUBS & ACCESSORIES
PetEdge Master Equipment Tubs

Best Shot® Pet Products
Espree® Products

Metro Air Force® Dryers
MDC Romani - Clipper Vac®

Groomers Best Stainless Steel
Forever Stainless Steel

WORKSTATIONS
MDC Romani - Clipper Vac®

SPONSOR LEVELS LEGEND for Page 2
Red: Diamond Level
Bold Black: Platinum Level

Teal: Platinum Plus Level
Black: Gold Plus Level

Page 2 of Sponsor Buyer’s Guide

Showseason Products
Naturals Products

ADVERTISING INFORMATION
Find A Groomer Inc.
PO Box 2489, Yelm, WA 98597
360-446-5348 Toll-free: 800-556-5131
findagroomer@earthlink.net

Schools Listed on Page 4 of Buyer’s Guide

A to Z List of Sponsors Except On-Site Schools
All About Dog Grooming
Ambers Mobile Pet Salons
Animal Photography
B-Air Dryers
Bardel Bows & Finishing Touches
Barkleigh Productions
Best Shot® Pet Products
Border Pet Grooming Software
Breathe Healthy Grooming Masks
Cherrybrook Grooming Supplies
Clark Cages
Double K Industries
Elchar Dog Bows
Espree Products
Forever Stainless Steel
Go Mobile and Succeed Book & DVD
Golden Paws Home Study & Consult.
Governor Insurance
Groom Classic Trade Show
Groomers Best Stainless Steel
Groomers Choice Pet Products
Groomers Helper
Gryphon Mobile Trailers
Hitch-on Mobile Pet Salons
Intergroom Trade Show
Int’l Professional Groomers Inc.
Int’l Society of Canine Cosmetologists
ITS Grooming Software
Iv San Bernard Products
JKL Pet Grooming School
Jodi Murphy DVDs
Jodi Murphy Grooming Apparel
Kim Laube & Co.
Love’s Sharpening
Lynne’s Mobile Pet Salon Trailers
MDC Romani / Clipper Vac®
Learn2GroomDogs.com
Metro Air Force® Dryers
National Cat Groomers Institute
National Dog Groomers Association
Northern Tails Sharpening
PawFume Colognes
PETCO Employment
Pet Valu Employment (Canada)
PetEdge Grooming Supplies
PetLinx Software
PetSmart Employment
PFWH.com Grooming Supplies
PlaqClnz
Prima Bathing Systems
PROFur Insurance (Canada)
Ryan’s Pet Supplies
Senproco
Shampoo Lady Supplies
Showseason & Naturals Products
Snyder Mfg. Co.
Store Vantage Groomer Software
The Dog Bowtique
Wag’n Tails Mobile Conversions
WAHL Clipper Corporation
Westcoast Animal Groomers Supply
1 800 GROOMER℠
123 Pet Software

Call 800-556-5131 or 360-446-5348

www.learntogroom.com
www.ambersmobilepetsalons.com
www.animalphotography.com
www.b-air.com
www.bardelbows.com
www.barkleigh.com
www.bestshotpet.com
www.petstar.co.uk
www.breathehealthy.com
www.cherrybrook.com
www.clarkcages.com
www.doublekindustries.com
www.elcharbows.com
www.espree.com
www.foreverstainlesssteel.com
www.gomobileandsucceed.com
www.goldenpaws.com
www.governorins.com
www.groomclassice.com
www.groomersbest.com
www.groomerschoice.com
www.groomershelper.com
www.gryphontrailers.com
www.mygroomingtrailer.com
www.intergroom.com
www.ipgcmg.com
www.petstylist.com
www.jmssys.com
www.ivsanbernard.us
www.jklgrooming.com
www.jodimurphy.net
www.jodimurphy.net
www.kimlaubeco.com
www.lovessharpening.com
www.lynnesmobilepetsalon.com
www.mdcromani.com
www.learn2groomdogs.com
www.dogdryer.com
www.nationalcatgroomers.com
www.nationaldoggroomers.com
www.northerntails.com

PetGroomerCD

™

Outfit a Grooming Business
PetGroomerCD™ includes truly
professional quality planners to
easily list and organize all of
your shopping. Project and tally
the costs for your career plan,
Note sources, quantities and
prices. Let it do the math!
Print convenient shopping lists.
Check-off items as you shop!
So flexible! Whether you're
planning your education or the
build out of a home, mobile or
commercial location business,
these are the perfect planners.
Courtesy of the professionals at
Grooming Business in a Box®.

www.packaginggroupcorp.com/pawfume.htm

www.petco.com
www.petvalu.com
www.petedge.com
www.petlinx.com
www.petsmartjobs.com
www.pfwh.com
www.plaqclnz.com
www.primabathing.com
www.profur.ca
www.ryanspet.com
www.senproco.com
www.shampoolady.com
www.showseasonproducts.com
www.snydermfg.com
www.storevantage.com
www.thedogbowtique.com
www.wagntails.com
www.wahlanimal.com
www.wagsupply.com
www.1800groomer.com
www.123petsoftware.com

Advertise here. See www.petgroomer.com/bannerads.htm or call 800-556-5131.

PetGroomerCD™
Need another free copy?
www.PetGroomerCD.com

On-Site Schools Listed on Next Page

Page 3

PetGroomer.com - The Most Popular Grooming Information Web Site Since 1997

Pet Grooming Schools

(On-Site Only Programs or Combination On-Site & Online)

Diamond Level School Sponsors
Golden Paws (multiple locations detailed below)

www.goldenpaws.com

Florida Institute of Animal Arts

www.myfiaa.com

Paragon Pet Grooming School (MI)

www.paragonpetschool.com

Since January 2000

Since April 1999

Since June 2004

Platinum Plus Level School Sponsors
Nash Academy (KY)

www.nashacademy.com

Since December 2001

Platinum Level School Sponsors
Pennsylvania Academy of Pet Grooming

www.mdcromani.com

Groomadog Academy (SC)

www.groomadog.com

Connecticut School of Dog Grooming

www.learn2groom.com

Sensational Stylings Academy of Pet Grooming (IL)

www.academyofpetgrooming.net

Michigan School of K9 Cosmetology

www.k9grooming.com

Nanhall Professional School of Grooming (NC)

www.nanhall.com

HipDog School of Grooming Arts (TX)

www.hipdoggroomingschool.com

Amber’s Academy of Pet Styling (CA)

www.ambersacademyofpetstyling.com

American Grooming Academy (CA)

www.americangroomingacademy.com

Tampa Bay Area Pet Grooming Academy (FL)

www.tbpetgroomingacademy.com

South Bay Grooming Academy (CA)

www.southbaygroomingacademy.com

Bark Whistles School of Prof. Grooming (MA)

www.barkwhistles.com

Academy of Animal Arts (FL)

www.academyofanimalarts.com

Golden Paws School of Dog Styling (TX)

www.goldenpaws.com

O.C. Academy of Pet Styling (CA)

www.academyofpetstyling.net

Golden Paws Pet Styling Academy (CA)

www.goldenpawsdoggroomingschoolpalmsprings.com

Dapper Dawg School of Professional Grooming (MA)

www.thedapperdawg.com

Just Four Paws Academy of Pet Styling (PA)

www.justfourpawsacademy.com

Golden Paws Pet Styling Academy (KY)

www.goldenpawspetstylingacademyky.com

Golden Paws Pet Styling Academy (WI)

www.goldenpawswi.com

Golden Paws Pet Styling Academy (IN)

www.goldenpawspetstylingacademyin.com

Golden Paws Pet Styling Academy (NY)

www.pinkdogparlor.com/school.htm

Gold Plus Level School Sponsors
Academy of Dog Grooming Arts (IL)

www.academyofdoggrooming.com

American Academy of Pet Grooming (NYC)

www.aaopg.com

New York School of Dog Grooming (NYC)

www.nysdg.com

South Carolina School of Dog Grooming

www.scschoolofdoggrooming.com

Canine Clippers Grooming School (VA)

www.canine-clippers.com

Pets Playground Grooming School (FL)

www.petsplayground.com

Cindy’s Canine Companion Grooming Classes (PA)

www.cindyscaninecompanions.com

Oregon Pet Grooming Academy (OR)

www.oregonpetgroomingacademy.com

Merryfield School of Pet Grooming (FL)

www.merryfieldschool.com

National Cat Groomers Institute of America (SC)

www.nationalcatgroomers.com
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PetGroomer.com

GroomerTALK℠
Community News
x

Message Board traffic up
110% with addition of
Facebook Connect.

x

Double K Rags to Riches
3: Ultimate Groomer
Photo Contest winners
announced.

x

Groomers Choice
Products sponsors 2nd
Annual My Pet’s Face
Photo Contest. $1,000 in
Groomers Choice gift
certificates. Open to
groomers and career
seekers.

x

List your grooming
services business free in
the Find A Groomer
Directory for Pet Owners.
Thousands of listings.
Get yours at:

NOW BEING GROOMED FOR FUTURE ISSUES
Independent Contractors: Do the Right Thing
Floor Plans for Home and Commercial Grooming Locations
Mastering Pet Groomer Compensation
The Healthy Pet Groomer
Instructional Grooming Video Revolution
Dollars and Sense
Pet Grooming Services Income Projection Worksheet

www.findagroomer.com

PetGroomer.com
Classifieds Since 1997
www.petgroomerads.com

OSHA Compliance
What Are Your Client Records Trying to Tell You
To Shave or Not to Shave
Ear-ly Warning
Online Appointment Scheduling
Grooming Techniques Up Close
Your 2012 Marketing Plan
In-Home Pet Grooming
Tearstains
Authors of pet care industry articles with an interest in having their works published in
eGroomer Journal should contact findagroomer@earthlink.net. Thank you.

#1 Buy & Sell Ads
#1 Help Wanted Ads
Over 350,000 ads published
in 20 categories to date.
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

New & Used Mobile
Business for Sale
Jobs & Job Search
New & Used Equipment
Grooming Schools
Suppliers
Grooming Home Study
Books, DVD & Video
Shampoo & Spa
Sharpening
Insurance
Grooming Software
Consultants
Open a School

